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Abstract

Neural Probabilistic Modeling for Astrophysics and Galaxy Evolution

by

David M. Reiman

Statistical modeling in modern astrophysics and cosmology frequently involves simplified

analytic models which fail to capture the underlying complexity of the problem at hand.

And though traditional machine learning methods have proved useful, they scale poorly

with dataset size and will struggle to make optimal use of the vast quantities of data

soon to be produced by near-future surveys. Recently, neural networks have provided a

powerful new foothold for probabilistic modeling in the presence of large data volumes

by acting as expressive universal function approximators. In this thesis, I consider

two applications of neural networks: (i) I use a convolutional neural network with an

adversarial regularizing loss to deblend superimposed galaxy images. I focus on two-

component blends and show that a model trained with a combination of supervised

pixel-wise and regularizing adversarial losses provides high fidelity deblended images.

And (ii) I use normalizing flows, a neural density estimation technique, to model the

distribution over intrinsic quasar continua near Lyman-α given the redward spectrum.

I then constrain the timeline of the Epoch of Reionization by measuring the neutral

fraction of hydrogen in the spectrum of two z > 7 quasars. I also describe ongoing work

on recovering the local density field in the vicinity of distant galaxies with attention-

based graph neural networks and likelihood free inference for astrophysical simulator
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Chapter 1

Foreword

Astronomy is the most ancient of the natural sciences, and though the tools

and methods astronomers use to learn about the cosmos have improved radically since

Galileo, they have perhaps never improved as rapidly as now. The fields of astronomy

and cosmology are presently overflowing with data, largely due to improvements in

technology such as the charge-coupled device and the wide-field digital camera.

In the recent past, images for astronomical surveys were captured on thin

glass plates covered in photo-sensitive silver salts. For example, the Palomar Observa-

tory Sky Survey photographed the night sky using color-sensitive (red or blue) 14-inch

photographic plates which allowed for a rudimentary measurement of galaxy color. Sim-

ilarly, the spectra (intensity of light as a function of wavelength) of celestial bodies was

recorded by shining diffracted light onto photographic plates.

Since then, the advent of the charge-coupled device (CCD) has overtaken the

use of photographic plates, though some observatories have only adopted the CCD as
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recently as the 1990s. Among the first astronomical images recorded via charge-coupled

devices were low resolution captures of the lunar surface (1974), Uranus (1976), and

Saturn (1976). The original CCD image of the moon was 100 pixels square (or 0.01

megapixels). In comparison, the Hubble Space Telescope is presently equipped with

Wide Field Camera 3, a fourth-generation Hubble instrument with a 16 megapixel

CCD. With its capability to create mosaic images of the cosmos, Hubble has produced

images eclipsing 1.5 gigapixels in size (for example, of our galactic neighbor Andromeda).

Near-future ground-based instruments such as the Vera C. Rubin Observatory boast 6.2

gigapixels cameras. Moreover, the telescope enjoys a 3.5-degree field of view—over 75

times larger than that of Hubble’s Wide Field Camera 3.

With such advancements in imaging technology came rapid influxes of data.

In fact, modern astronomical surveys capture nightly data volumes larger than entire

surveys of a decade ago [56], rendering real-time analysis of the data all but impossible.

Where astronomers previously identified celestial objects by visual inspection of the

photographic plates, modern astronomers rely on computational methods to parse vast

quantities of data in short order. Rich with data, astronomers look to the burgeoning

field of machine learning for its scalable algorithms and impressive automated pattern

recognition capabilities.

Machine learning, a term coined by Arthur Samuel of IBM in 1959, is a hy-

brid field combining applied statistics and computer science with the intent to discover

and learn the underlying structure in data without explicitly programmed instructions.

Classical machine learning algorithms are principally inductive (as are all statistical

3



models): they attempt to learn, for example, the fundamental mapping between a set

of predictor variables (referred to as features) and response variables (often termed la-

bels) or to infer the often complex and high dimensional distribution from which a body

of data arises given only discrete examples. As an elementary but familiar example,

linear regression attempts to learn the linear function which maps a set of predictor

variables to a single response variable by fitting such a function to a collection of exam-

ples. It is important to note that each statistical model encodes an inductive bias: the

set of assumptions which the model relies on to generalize to unseen data. In the case

of linear regression for example, this inductive bias is the assumption of linearity.

At present, the most prominent variation of machine learning concerns the

study and application of artificial neural networks. Neural networks rose to prominence

after their decisive victory in the annual ImageNet image classification competition of

2012 [57]. In this field of deep learning, statistical models loosely based on the animal

brain learn increasingly non-linear representations of input data by passing features

through sequential layers of artificial neurons. These representation spaces typically

make downstream tasks such as classification or regression trivial for example by con-

torting what would be a highly non-linear classification boundary in the data space to

a simply linear boundary in the representation space.

The expressivity of such a network, a measure of the number of linear regions

in functions represented by the network, has been shown to increase exponentially with

network depth (number of layers) but only polynomially with layer width [72]. This

realization led researchers to build deeper and deeper neural networks.
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Modern neural networks are highly parameterized statistical models often con-

taining millions to billions of free parameters. They are commonly equipped with useful

architectural innovations which expedite the learning process or encode prior knowledge

for the problem at hand (for instance by introducing an advantageous inductive bias).

At present, a number of neural network varieties have emerged as powerful state-of-

the-art models for various research areas (typically for distinct data paradigms) such

as convolutional neural networks [58] for images and videos, and transformers [104] for

tasks involving sentences and other sequences of discrete random variables.

Many open problems in astronomy and astrophysics are largely translatable

to these machine learning subfields. To give an example, the same convolutional neural

networks which exhibit a super-human ability to classify natural images can automate

the morphological classification of galaxy images [19]. Indeed, neural networks en-

joy many properties crucial to astronomers: (a) neural networks can implicitly detect

complex relationships among predictor variables and between predictor and response

variables—relationships that are often infeasible to identify or express a priori, (b)

model performance scales well with data volume, a result of the substantial number of

free parameters (so-called model capacity), and (c) after training, inference speeds (for

small or mid-sized models) are on the order of milliseconds with modern hardware.

5



Figure 1.1: A depiction of deep learning performance versus data volume compared

with traditional machine learning approaches.

Apart from purely scientific motivations, the natural sciences provide fertile

ground for designing and implementing statistical models. This can be described in a

number of points (originally and most eloquently put by my advisor Joel Primack): (a)

scientific data is plentiful, (b) scientific data is widely available to the public (albeit often

after an initial period of sequestration), and (c) we presume Nature to obey universal

truths which should be revealable in scientific data.

In this thesis, I describe my pursuit to reveal a number of these truths. I

will work at the interface of physics (principally astronomy) and machine learning to

do so. In the introduction, I provide motivation for the use of neural networks in

probabilistic modeling for astrophysics. Subsequently, I provide additional context for

two manuscripts I’ve written over the course of my degree. I then discuss ongoing

6



work and conclude with a final discussion of my research and an overview of the many

promising paths forward in the field of astrostatistics.
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Chapter 2

Motivation

In the field of astronomy, probabilistic modeling is commonly employed as a

means to describe the generative process of a collection of data via some underlying

physics. Indeed, our observations must comply with many unbreakable known laws of

physics (and perhaps some unknown or hidden laws) and therefore the space of possible

models, though still large, is constrained.

However, traditional modeling techniques face two major problems. Astronomers

most often employ parametric models wherein a fixed family of functions is specified

and its optimal member is chosen based on the probability it assigns to a finite dataset

via the likelihood function. Though these families of functions may be infinite sets, their

ability to describe the process at hand is often limited by the expressivity of the family

itself. If the functional family is misspecified, the optimal member will still fail to cap-

ture the underlying complexity of the data-generating process (the modeling problem).

Moreover, in many domains including astronomy, likelihood functions are commonly
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assumed to be Gaussian when the data is in truth highly non-Gaussian (the likelihood

problem) for example by containing many modes, being highly skewed, or possessing

very long tails.

Artificial neural networks, large computational graphs which act as expressive

universal function approximators, solve both the modeling problem and the likelihood

problem alike by replacing the model or the likelihood with a flexible, data-driven ap-

proximation. In doing so, their nascent use in astronomy and astrophysics has provided

a powerful new foothold for probabilistic modeling in the presence of large data volumes.

In this thesis, I use neural networks both as flexible models of astrophysics as

well as stand-ins for intractable likelihood functions and other conditional probability

density functions. I focus on two projects I have led: (i) deblending galaxy image

superpositions using convolutional neural networks with an adversarial regularizing loss,

and (ii) predicting the conditional probability over plausible intrinsic quasar emission

near Lyman-α given the redward spectrum.

In Part II, I describe my work using a generative adversarial network (GAN)

regularized convolutional neural network to deblend galaxy superpositions on the sky.

In a GAN, two neural networks engage in a zero-sum game wherein one neural network

(the generator) attempts to produce samples similar to samples from the true data

distribution. A second neural network (the discriminator) acts as a binary classifier and

is trained to distinguish true samples from samples produced by the generator. The

networks train in this manner until the generator can produce images indistinguishable

from the true images—this training pushes generated images to manifold of natural
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images to ensure realistic generations. I focus on two-component blends and use a

dataset of artificial blends made of low-redshift Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [4]

composite images of the g, r, and i bands. I show that a pixel-wise loss combined with

the GAN objective provide a strong foundation for deblending: the learned discriminator

ensures that generated deblended images match the distribution over true galaxy images

and the pixel-wise loss ensures that the features of the true underlying components in

the blend are recovered.

Then, in Part III, I employ normalizing flows to predict the intrinsic continua

near Lyman-α in high-redshift quasars to measure the damping wing of neutral hydrogen

in the early Universe and thereby constrain the timeline of reionization. The normalizing

flow acts as a learned bijection between the data space and an isotropic multivariate

Gaussian space of equal dimensionality. The network sequentially contorts samples

from one space into samples from the other. By doing so, inference becomes trivial:

data are cast into the Gaussian space where density evaluation is trivial. To sample,

we draw from the Gaussian space and cast the samples into the data space via the

inverse transformation. I frame the problem as a conditional density estimation task

and approximate the full distribution over intrinsic continua near Lyman-α given the

redward spectrum by exploiting correlations in the quasar emission features. Our model

is fully-probabilistic and allows calculation of confidence intervals via simple Monte

Carlo sampling.

I then describe ongoing work which may be of interest to the reader in Part IV.

This includes recovering the local density field in the vicinity of distant galaxies with
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graph neural networks and using normalizing flows for likelihood-free inference for as-

trophysical simulator models with intractable likelihoods.

And finally, in Part V, I conclude my dissertation with a discussion of my work

and a note on the promising future of machine learning applications to astrophysics and

cosmology.
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Part II

Deblending galaxy superpositions

with branched generative

adversarial networks
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Chapter 3

Manuscript

3.1 Abstract

Near-future large galaxy surveys will encounter blended galaxy images at a

fraction of up to 50% in the densest regions of the universe. Current deblending tech-

niques may segment the foreground galaxy while leaving missing pixel intensities in the

background galaxy flux. The problem is compounded by the diffuse nature of galaxies in

their outer regions, making segmentation significantly more difficult than in traditional

object segmentation applications. We propose a novel branched generative adversarial

network (GAN) to deblend overlapping galaxies, where the two branches produce im-

ages of the two deblended galaxies. We show that generative models are a powerful

engine for deblending given their innate ability to infill missing pixel values occluded by

the superposition. We maintain high peak signal-to-noise ratio and structural similarity

scores with respect to ground truth images upon deblending. Our model also predicts
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near-instantaneously, making it a natural choice for the immense quantities of data soon

to be created by large surveys such as LSST, Euclid and WFIRST.

3.2 Introduction

Large galaxy surveys necessarily encounter galactic blends due to projection

effects and galactic interactions. Often, the objective of astronomical research involves

measuring the properties of isolated celestial bodies. The methods used therein fre-

quently make strong assumptions about the isolation of the object. In such cases,

galactic blends can be severe enough to warrant discarding the images. Current surveys

such as DES (Dark Energy Survey) [2], KiDs (Kilo-Degree Survey) [18] and HSC (Hyper

Suprime-Cam) [71] as well as future surveys such as LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Tele-

scope) [62], Euclid [5] and WFIRST (Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope) [31] will

generate immense quantities of imaging data within the next decade. Thus, a robust

and high-throughput solution to galaxy image deblending is vital for drawing maximal

value from near-future surveys.

This issue is especially pressing given the details of LSST, for example. Be-

ginning full operation in 2023, LSST is expected to retrieve 15 PB of image data over

its scheduled 10-year operation with a limiting magnitude of i ≈ 27. In the densest

regions of the sky (100 galaxies per square arc-minute), up to half of all images are

blended with center-to-center distance of 3 arc-seconds, with one-tenth of all galaxy

images blended with center-to-center distance of 1 arc-second. Even considering the
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most typical regions of sky (37 galaxies per square arc-minute), simulation estimates

suggest around 20 percent of galaxies will be superimposed at 3 arc-second separation

and up to 5 percent at 1 arc-second separation. [13]. At 1.5 PB per year and image sizes

of approximately 6 GBs, conservative estimates predict the LSST capable of producing

200,000 wide-field images. This results in 1 Billion postage stamp galaxy images per

year [62]. Improved handling of blended images can thus be expected to save up to

200 Million galaxy images from being discarded each year. 50 Million of these galaxy

images are predicted to be blended with 1 arc-second center-to-center separation, posing

an extremely difficult task for deblending algorithms. Moreover, detecting blends in the

first place will pose an additional challenge for LSST (and other near-future surveys),

especially for galaxies blended at 1 arc-second separation and a median seeing of ∼0.67

arc-seconds.

Pioneering work in deblending can be traced back to Jarvis & Tyson’s ”Faint

Object Classification and Analysis System” [46] and Irwin’s ”Automatic Analysis of

Crowded Fields” [44]. In Jarvis & Tyson’s focas algorithm, objects are initially iden-

tified and segmented by comparing the local flux density to that of the average sky

density computed in a 5-by-5 pixel box filter. Blended sources are then separated by

scanning the principle axis of the object centroid for a multi-modal intensity signal;

if found, objects are deblended by drawing a boundary perpendicular to the principle

axis at the point of minimum intensity. Meanwhile, in Irwin’s analysis, a maximum

likelihood parameter estimation scheme was used to segment stars near the center of

globular clusters. The technique iteratively estimates the local sky background then di-
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vides the field into images and analyzes each image for blends, estimates source position

and shape, updates the background estimate and repeats. Irwin’s method offered great

progress in regions of high number density where the majority of images overlap even

at high isophotes.

Since Jarvis & Tyson and Irwin, many wide-field image processing algorithms

have been proposed including next [6] and the widely used sextractor [10]. next

was among the first wide-field image processing methods to utilize artificial neural net-

works, approaching the problem of detection as one of clustering then employing a

modified version of the focas algorithm to deblend superimposed objects. First, a

neural network compresses windows of the input image into a dense vector, performing

a non-linear principal component analysis. These representations are passed through a

second network which classifies the central pixel in the window as belonging to an ob-

ject or the background. Neighboring object pixels are grouped together and parameters

such as the photometric barycenter and principal axis are computed for each contiguous

cluster. Building upon the focas algorithm, next then searches for multiple peaks in

the light distribution along the principal axis as well as five other axes rotated by up to

π radians from the principal axis. When two peaks are found in the distribution, the

objects are split along a line perpendicular to the axis joining the peaks. In this way,

the next deblending algorithm is an extension of focas in which the assumption that

the multi-peaked light distribution will occur along the principal axis is relaxed.

Modern approaches to deblending include gradient and interpolation-based

deblending (gain) [107], morpho-spectral component analysis (muscadet) [48] and
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constrained matrix factorization (scarlet) [66]. In both muscadet and scarlet, each

astronomical scene is assumed to be the composition of two non-negative matrices which

encode the spectral energy distribution and spatial shape information of a finite number

of components which sum to represent the scene. Though the techniques share many

similarities, the more recent approach of scarlet can be viewed as a generalization

of muscadet which allows any number of constraints to be placed on each source.

Meanwhile, gain acts as a secondary deblender to repair flawed images by making

use of image intensity gradient information and interpolating the missing flux from

background sources after the foreground object is segmented. While gain, muscadet

and scarlet appear to be powerful deblending algorithms in their own right, here we

present a method inspired by promising results in computer vision and deep learning.

Deep convolutional neural networks have proven highly effective at classifying

images of galaxies [19]. Moreover, their use as generative models for galaxy images

has yielded impressive results. In particular, generative adversarial networks (GANs)

with deep convolutional generators are able to model realistic galaxies by learning an

approximate mapping from a latent space to the distribution over galaxy images given

large datasets such as those provided by Galaxy Zoo [29, 61].

Here, we introduce an algorithm which offers progress on both the task of

deblending conspicuously blended galaxies as well as the challenge of fast, end-to-end

inference of galaxy layers: a branched generative adversarial network. GANs offer an

elegant solution to the problem of deblending by allowing us to combine the standard

content loss function of a convolutional neural network (e.g. mean squared error) with
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the adversarial loss signal of a second “discriminator” network which pushes solutions to

the galaxy image manifold and thereby ensures that our deblending predictions appear

to be galaxy-like in a probabilistic sense.

After training our deblending network, a forward pass of input to deblended

outputs takes a trivial amount of time on a modern laptop. We focus on galaxy pairs

which are known to be blended though future work may involve the identification of

blends and inference of the number of galaxies involved. With this work, we intend to

make usable hundreds of millions more galaxy images, while saving time and effort for

astronomers to spend on other pertinent questions.

3.3 Methods

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are a family of unsupervised learning

models used to learn a map between two probability distributions [33, 32]. Often,

these probability distributions live in high-dimensional space. For example, images are

realizations of a high-dimensional joint probability distribution over the pixel intensities.

Instead of positing a parametric family of functions and using maximum likelihood

methods to determine an analytic form for these complex distributions, GANs use an

artificial neural network to learn the map between a known (hereafter latent) probability

distribution and the target data distribution. This map is called the generator. The

generator is trained by a second network which learns to discriminate between samples

from the target distribution and samples from the generator’s approximate distribution.
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This second network is called the discriminator. The generator and discriminator share

a loss function in which the discriminator aims to maximize its ability to discriminate

between true and generated samples while the generator aims to maximize its ability

to generate samples indistinguishable from the true distribution samples and therefore

”trick” the discriminator. This back-and-forth training can be viewed as a zero-sum

game between neural networks where the goal is to reach Nash equilibrium [33]. It is

important to note that the generator relies upon the discriminator’s signal (and hence

its accuracy) to adjust its parameters and increase the quality of its generated outputs.

For this reason, it is crucial that both networks train in tandem with one network not

overpowering the other.

In the problem of deblending images of galaxies, we treat the joint distribution

over pixel intensities of the blended images as the latent distribution. Samples from

the latent distribution are denoted IBL. The generator’s purpose is to map samples

from this latent distribution to corresponding samples in the deblended galaxy image

distribution. Samples from the target distribution are denoted IPB, preblended galaxy

images. Our goal is to train a generator using a training set of blended images (see Data

section below), IBL, and their corresponding original images, IPB. The discriminator

provides gradient information to the generator to ensure that the generated deblended

images lie on the natural image manifold. The training of the generator is also guided

with supervision in the form of a pixel-wise mean squared error (see Loss section below)

which further coaches the generator to closely reproduce explicit ground truth galaxy

images used to make an artificial blend. After training, the generator is capable of
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Figure 3.1: Branched residual network architecture for our deblender GAN. The number

of residual blocks in the “root” and “branches” are integer-valued hyperparameters we

denote M and N, respectively. Larger values of M and N generally produce higher quality

results at the cost of training time. Here, we show (M, N) = (5, 3) as an example though

the trained deblender herein used (M, N) = (10, 6). Although all residual blocks share a

common structure and skip connection, here we only explicitly show the inner-workings

of the first.

inferring the unseen independent layers of galaxy images with high fidelity (see Results

section below).

3.3.1 Architecture

The architecture of our GAN is a modified version of the successful SRGAN

(super resolution GAN) architecture [59]. Our generator is a very deep, branched resid-

ual network [39] consisting of a large number of residual blocks and skip-connections

(see Figure 3.1). We reference the generator as G and denote the learnable param-

eters of the generator network as θG. Residual networks (ResNets) have performed
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impressively on a variety of image detection and segmentation problems. The ResNet

architecture alleviates the vanishing gradient problem by including a large number of

skip-connections wherein gradient information can flow undegraded to shallow network

layers, allowing for very deep network architectures. The building blocks of residual

networks are residual blocks: a standard convolution with kernel size k = [3, 3] followed

by batch normalization [43], activation, another convolution, batch normalization and

finally an elementwise sum with the original input of the block. We refer to the first M

residual blocks as the “root” layers whereafter the network splits into two “branches”

with N residual blocks each. For the results presented herein, we have chosen (M, N) =

(10, 6). Larger values of (M, N) are generally preferable though training times can be

prohibitively expensive for large values of either. For activation functions we’ve chosen

parametric rectified linear units (PReLU), an adaptation of leaky ReLU wherein the

slope parameter α becomes a learnable parameter [40].

The discriminator is a deep convolutional neural network consisting of many

convolutional blocks (see Figure 3.2). A single convolutional block consists of a con-

volution with kernel size k = [3, 3] and unit stride followed by batch normalization

and an activation layer; we employ standard leaky ReLU activations throughout with

α = 0.2. We reference the discriminator as D and denote the learnable parameters of

the discriminator as θD.

For network regularization, we rely on our batch normalization layers in place

of common alternatives such as dropout. In essence, batch normalization layers regu-

larize by multiplying the hidden units by a random value (one over the batch standard
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deviation) and subtracting a random value (the batch mean). Since these values are

different for each mini-batch, the layers must learn to be robust to added noise.

We used TensorFlow [1] to build and run our computational graph; training

was executed on a single Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti Founder’s Edition video card with 11 GB

of VRAM and 3584 Nvidia CUDA cores.

3.3.2 Loss

The loss function of the generator is made of three components. As in the

SRGAN prescription, these losses can be broken up into two classes: (i) the adversarial

loss and (ii) the content loss.

3.3.2.1 Adversarial Loss

The adversarial loss is based on the discriminator’s ability to differentiate the

generator’s samples from true data samples. In essence, this part of the loss ensures the

generator’s samples lie on the galaxy image manifold (i.e. they look convincingly like

galaxies). We define pdata and pz as the probability distributions over the pre-blended

and blended image sets, respectively, wherein x is a single pre-blended image and z is a

single blended image.

lADV = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))] (3.1)
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θ̂G = arg min
G

lADV (D,G) (3.2)

θ̂D = arg max
D

lADV (D,G) (3.3)

In deblending use cases, this loss alone is insufficient since we aim to faithfully

deblend an image into its exact components (not simply any two images that look like

galaxy images). To ensure this, we employ content losses.

3.3.2.2 Content Loss

We compute the pixel-wise mean squared error (MSE) between the generator’s

sample (IDB) and the corresponding ground truth images (IPB). This is equivalent

to maximizing the effective log-likelihood of the data (in this case pixel intensities)

conditional upon the network parameters given a Gaussian likelihood function. This is

justified by a combination of the central limit theorem and the observation that pixel

intensities arise from a very large amount of uncertain physical factors. Thus, for images

of pixel width W and pixel height H, the pixel-wise mean squared error is given by the

following.

lMSE =
1

WH

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

[
IPBx,y −GθG(IBL)x,y

]2
(3.4)

The second component of the content loss uses deep feature maps of the

pre-trained VGG19 19-layer convolutional neural network [96]. We chose the activa-

tions of the deepest convolutional layer (corresponding to the fourteenth overall layer
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of VGG19). The ground truth and generator output images are passed through the

VGG19 network and their corresponding feature maps at the last convolutional layer

are extracted. We compute the pixel-wise mean squared error between these feature

maps and include this in the total generator loss function. For feature maps of pixel

width W and pixel height H, the VGG mean squared error loss is computed as follows.

lV GG =
1

WH

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

[
V GG14(I

PB)x,y − V GG14(GθG(IBL))x,y
]2

(3.5)

In the original SRGAN implementation, the VGG feature maps were used

as a content loss which resulted in perceptually satisfying images at the cost of exact

similarity to the ground truth image. For our purposes, we employ the VGG loss as

a “burn-in” loss function to break out of otherwise difficult to escape local minima.

In the case of galaxy images, these local minima resulted in entirely black images for

the first few hundred thousand batches. Using the VGG loss, we were able to escape

the local minima in fewer than a thousand batches. To explain this improvement,

note that entirely black images share much in common with images of galaxies in the

dark surrounding sky, but those same flat dark images have no meaningful structural

features. Because the VGG loss sets the target as deep layers of a CNN trained for

image processing tasks, it effectively measures and penalizes the lack of pattern found

in the predominately black images.

Following the SRGAN prescription, we scale the adversarial loss by 10−3 to

approximately match its magnitude to the mean squared error content loss. We used a
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Figure 3.2: Deep convolutional network architecture for the deblender GAN discrim-

inator. All convolutions use a kernel size of (3, 3) whereas strides alternate between

(2, 2) and (1, 1). The number of convolutional blocks is a hyperparameter though it

is constrained by the requirement that images maintain integer dimensions given that

non-unity convolutional strides reduce this dimensionality by a factor of the stride as-

suming zero padding. Although all convolutional blocks share a common structure, here

we only explicitly show the inner-workings of the first.

discriminator-to-generator training ratio of one: for each iteration, both the discrimina-

tor’s parameters and the generator’s parameters were updated once. It should be noted

that we have to compute the MSE and adversarial losses twice—once for each image

output of the generator. The total loss is the average of the losses computed for each

output image.

3.3.3 Data

As noted in [17], large near-future surveys such as LSST will encounter three

classes of blends: ambiguous blends, conspicuous blends and innocuous blends. Here,
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we focus primarily on the conspicuous (confirmed blends) and innocuous (near blends)

classes. Future work may include classifying ambiguous blends.

We used 141,553 images available from Galaxy Zoo [61] via the Kaggle Galaxy

Zoo classification challenge. These are galaxy images from the sixth data release [4] of

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). SDSS is a survey covering nearly 26 percent of

the sky and capturing photometric data in five filters, though the images used here were

composite images of the g, r and i bands. Each image is of standard (i.e. non-extended)

JPEG format and therefore has a bit depth of 8 bits per color channel. According to

[61], the images were cropped such that the resolution was 0.024Rp arc-second per pixel

with Rp the Petrosian radius of the system.

Each image is originally of dimension (H, W, C) = (424, 424, 3) where H, W

and C are the height, width and channel dimensions, respectively. We first crop the

center of these images to dimension (H, W, C) = (240, 240, 3) and then downsample

them using a bicubic sharpener to (H, W, C) = (80, 80, 3). Leaving one image centered,

we then perturb the second image by flipping it both horizontally or vertically according

to a Bernoulli distribution with p = 0.5, rotating uniformly on the interval θ ∈ [0, 2π],

displacing both horizontally or vertically uniformly on the interval dx, dy ∈ [10, 50]

pixels and finally scaling log-uniformly on the interval r ∈ [1/e,
√
e] where r is the scale

ratio. These images serve as our pre-blended ground truth images (IPB); we scale their

pixel values to the interval I ∈ [−1, 1].

The images are then blended. We select two blending schemes for which we

train and evaluate on independently: (1) blending by selecting the pixelwise max be-
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tween the two images (2) blending by computing the pixelwise mean between the two

images. In general, true galaxy blends include some combination of the two: predom-

inantly mean blending with min/max blending where dust and gas occlude light from

the background galaxy, for example.

Each blending scheme offers a unique set of challenges for our network. For

example, in pixelwise max blending, all pixel information from the occluded galaxy is lost

and the network must infer it from the surrounding image. On the other hand, pixelwise

max blended images often display hard edges or lines that may make segmentation of

the foreground galaxy substantially easier.

In pixelwise mean blending, each pixel contains information relevant to both

components. In principle, this should make it easier to infer the properties of the oc-

cluded galaxy. However, the blended images are generally more diffuse and blurry than

pixelwise max blending which makes segmentation of the foreground galaxy difficult.

Our image blending prescriptions were inspired in part by the catalog of true

blended Galaxy Zoo images presented in [50]. We find that random samples from our

datasets closely resemble blends from this catalog. We scale the blended image pixel

values to the interval I ∈ [0, 1] as recommended in the SRGAN paper. These blended

images are realizations of the latent distribution of images (IBL).

Note that it is a necessary requirement for our method that the image is

centered upon one galaxy; this spatial information informs the independent behavior of

each branch. During training, the network learns that one branch corresponds to the

deblended central galaxy, while the other branch corresponds to the deblended off-center
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galaxy. Without such a feature (which should always be possible in true blends with a

simple image crop), the network may be confounded by which branch to assign to which

galaxy, and for example create the same deblended galaxy image in each branch. By

using a principled centering scheme, this problem is largely diminished. This scheme

should be easily adaptable to more than two layers by deblending the center galaxy

from all other galaxies, then sending the deblended output back into the generator.

3.3.4 Training

During training, the generator network is presented with a batch of blended

inputs (IBL); we use a batch size of 16 samples. The generator predicts the deblended

components (IDB) of each blended input. The discriminator is given both a batch of

generated deblended images and their corresponding preblended ground truth images.

The discriminator updates its parameters to maximize its discriminative ability between

the two distributions. Mathematically speaking, minimization of the adversarial loss is

equivalent to minimization of the Jenson-Shannon divergence between the generated

distribution (IDB) and the data distribution (IPB) whereas minimization of the mean

squared error term equates to minimization of an effective negative Gaussian likelihood

over pixel intensities. In reality, the generator is trained to minimize the sum of these

components by averaging the gradient signals from each. This is done via stochastic gra-

dient descent on the network’s high-dimensional error manifold defined by its compound

loss function with respect to its learnable network parameters.

Both the generator and discriminator loss functions are optimized in high-
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dimensional neural network weight space via the Adam optimizer (adaptive moment

estimation) [51], a method for stochastic optimization which combines classical momen-

tum with RMSProp. With momentum, Adam uses past gradients to influence current

gradient-based steps, accelerating learning in valleys of the error manifold. Following

the running-average style of RMSProp, it emphasizes the most recent gradients while

decaying influence from much earlier ones, hence adapting better to the present loss

surface curvature.

The steps down the error manifold are further scaled by a hyperparameter

referred to as the learning rate (although the true rate is also naturally scaled by adaptive

momentum). We choose an initial learning rate of 10−4. After 100,000 update iterations

(1.6 million individual images or five epochs), we decrease the learning rate by an order

of magnitude to 10−5. We then train for another 100,000 update iterations after which

the network parameters are saved and can be used for inference on unseen images.

3.4 Results

To evaluate our model, we infer upon blended images withheld from the train-

ing dataset. For these blends, we have access to the to the true preblended im-

ages and therefore are able to quote relevant metrics for image comparison (see be-

low). It should be noted that the galaxies which make up the testing set blended

images have also been withheld in the creation of the training set. That is, the

deblender GAN has never seen this particular blend nor the underlying individual
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Figure 3.3: A selection of successful deblender GAN predictions on pixelwise maximum

blended images. On the left side of each panel are two preblended Galaxy Zoo images

(IPB) which were superimposed to create the central blended input image. The trained

generator’s deblended predictions (IDB) are on the right of each panel. Superimposed

upon the deblended predictions are the associated PSNR scores between the deblended

image and its related preblended image. A variety of galaxy morphologies are repre-

sented here—in each case, our deblender GAN successfully segments and deblends the

foreground galaxy while imputing the most likely flux for the occluded pixels in the

background galaxy.
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galaxies during training. A selection of results are presented in Figure 3.3 and Fig-

ure 3.6 with a more extensive catalog of predictions in a GitHub repository available at

https://github.com/davidreiman/deblender-gan-images.

We select two image comparison metrics for determining the quality of the

deblended images in relation to the ground truth images: the peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR) and the structural similarity index (SSIM).

The peak signal-to-noise ratio is often used as an evaluation metric for com-

pression algorithms. It is a logarithmic measure of the similarity between two images, in

our case the ground truth preblended image (IPB) and the deblended re-creation (IDB).

The equation for PSNR is written in terms of the maximum pixel intensity (MAX) of

the truth image and the mean squared error (MSE) between the test and ground truth

images.

PSNR = 20 log10(MAX)− 10 log10(MSE) (3.6)

The structural similarity index [105] is a method for evaluating the perceptual

quality of an image in relation to an unaltered, true image. It was invented as an

alternative to PSNR and MSE methods which measure error. Instead, SSIM measures

the structural information in an image where structural information is understood in

terms of pixel-wise correlations. SSIM scores are measured via sliding windows of user-

defined width in which the means (µx, µy), variances (σ2x, σ2y) and covariance (σxy)

of pixel intensities are computed in the same windowed region of each image being
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compared, the window in one image denoted x and the other denoted y. Included are

the constants c1 and c2 which stabilize the division to avoid undefined scores—here we

use c1 = 0.01 and c2 = 0.03. A single SSIM score between two images is the mean of

all windowed SSIM values across the extent of the images.

SSIM =
(2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)

(µ2x + µ2y + c1)(σ2x + σ2y + c2)
(3.7)

We tested on 3,200 blends withheld from the training set. This corresponds

to 6,400 individual galaxy images. We computed 6,400 PSNR and SSIM scores and

quote their mean, median, minimum, maximum and variance in Table 3.1. Their full

distributions are displayed in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

The deblender GAN performs impressively with respect to both metrics. For

reference, values of PSNR above 30 dB are considered acceptable for lossy image com-

pression. Considering that these images were completely reconstructed out of a blended

image (rather than compressed) the scores set a high benchmark for deblending. It

should be noted, however, that comparing these PSNR and SSIM scores directly to

those of natural images is likely in error. Many galaxy images are dominated by a black

background which can bias both the mean squared error and pixelwise correlations up-

ward and thereby inflate the resulting PSNR and SSIM scores. Still, we quote our

scores as a benchmark for comparison with future iterations of our own model and col-

lation with alternative deblending algorithms working with a similar dataset and image

format.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) scores between deblended

images and pre-blended images for each blending scheme.

Figure 3.5: Distribution of structural similarity (SSIM) scores between deblended images

and pre-blended images for each blending method.
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Imaging Metrics Mean Median Max Min Var

PSNR (dB) 34.61 34.83 40.45 21.34 4.88

SSIM 0.928 0.934 0.982 0.576 0.001

Table 3.1: Summary statistics of the PSNR and SSIM score distributions. Maxi-

mum PSNR and SSIM scores are comparable with high-quality compression algorithms

(PSNR ∈ [30, 50] dB).

3.5 Discussion

We’ve shown promising initial results for the application of a novel generative

adversarial network architecture to the problem of galaxy deblending. Deep generative

models are natural solutions to deblending for their ability to infill missing pixel val-

ues behind blends using information learned about the distribution of natural images

provided during training. The discriminative loss ensures that all deblended images lie

on the natural image manifold of galaxies. In addition, the branched structure allows

our model to identify separate galaxies and segment them accordingly without human

intervention or labeling; our approach only requires that one of the galaxies lie at the

center of the image. Our branched GAN naturally handles the large incoming quantities

of data from surveys like LSST and DES, deblending images near-instantaneously.

We’ve used the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity

index (SSIM) as a metrics of quality in the segmentation. Though we’ve found no other

applications of deep learning to the problem of deblending, we have quoted our PSNR
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and SSIM scores here as a benchmark for future comparisons with our own branched

GAN revisions and with the alternative deblending algorithms.

We encountered a variety of issues while training our branched deblender GAN.

Most notable of these is the tendency to fall into local minima near the start of training.

Since galaxy images are largely black space the GAN learns that it can initially trick

the discriminator by making all black images. We broke out of the minima by including

a “burn-in” period of a few thousand batches using only a mean squared error loss

between the deep activations of the pre-trained VGG19 network. Another solution to

this issue may be to pre-train the discriminator though there exists the possibility of

mode collapse wherein the generator and discriminator performance are highly unequal

and learning ceases.

There is great room for improvement in our branched GAN. Our blending

schema was chosen to match the curated catalog of true blends in the Galaxy Zoo cat-

alog presented in [50] though it certainly could be improved upon. In truth, galaxy

blends consist of a combination of pixelwise sum (generally in more diffuse regions) and

pixelwise max/min (generally where dense regions of the foreground galaxy obstructs

the background galaxy flux). Pure pixelwise max blending tends to create unrealistic

blended images where low flux foreground galaxies fall upon bright regions of the back-

ground galaxy—this generally leads to blends with artificially incomplete foreground

galaxies which have been “cutoff” by the high flux pixels of the background images.

Images of this type bias our estimates of both PSNR and SSIM scores. Indeed, pixel-

wise max blending is in some sense the worst case for deblending wherein precisely zero
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information about the background galaxy is encoded in the pixel intensities in regions

where the foreground galaxy eclipses it. On the other hand, a variety of generated

blends exhibit artificially hard lines between overlapping galaxies which likely makes

the galaxies easier to deblend. Moreover, the presence of unmasked background galax-

ies in the Galaxy Zoo images give rise to artificial penalties in the mean squared error

loss function when they are assigned to the incorrect deblended galaxy image. We also

note a slight misalignment of the RGB channels of the Galaxy Zoo images which gives

rise to unnatural color gradients—a feature that our network learned to reproduce. We

propose to address issues in our blending schema and issues in data creation in general

in future work (see below).
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Figure 3.6: A selection of failed deblender GAN predictions. There exists a variety

of failure modes in the deblender GAN predictions: (1) incomplete deblends wherein

artifacts of one galaxy are left in the prediction for the other galaxy. (2) Incomplete

galaxy generation due to our blending prescription. In selecting the pixelwise maximum

value during the blending process, foreground galaxies that eclipse bright regions like the

core of the background galaxy often are non-realistically “cutoff” by the overwhelming

background flux. This leaves our network very little with which to predict from and often

results in predictions that appear to be only a part of the associated preblended galaxy.

(3) Associating background galaxies with the incorrect blended galaxy. This negatively

biases the PSNR scores for otherwise acceptable predictions—a representative example

is given in the last image of the above figure. (4) Deblending artifacts: in a handful of

predictions, we notice random artifacts of unnatural color such as the green aberration

in the second-to-last image above; a possible explanation being that a bright celestial

object in the same relative position to the galaxy appears in neighboring galaxy images

of the galaxy image manifold.
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The deblender model presented herein would likely benefit from multiband

input data spanning a larger range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Deep neural net-

works have proven powerful tools for estimating photometric redshifts from multiband

galaxy images alone with no manual feature extraction [85]. The ability to learn ap-

proximate photometric redshift estimates from input images would likely strengthen the

deblending performance of our network. To this end, future iterations of our deblender

GAN will utilize multiband inputs.

Moreover, our model is restricted to inference on solely nearby (low-redshift)

galaxies. In deep learning, we assume that examples from the training and testing

sets are drawn from the same distribution. For our deblender, this limits feasible test

images to those composed of galaxies from the same redshift and mass bin as the training

images. It is commonly understood that galaxy morphology evolves with redshift and

therefore galaxy images at high-redshift will look largely different than nearby galaxies

[3], i.e. they belong to a different image manifold. Though the galaxy distributions

are distinct, the distribution of pixel intensities in the images share a great deal of

similarities such as dark backgrounds populated by luminous, diffuse objects. This

observation makes it an area of interest apt for transfer learning which is a topic we will

explore in future work.

Also, in future work we will apply our branched deblender GAN to data gener-

ated from GalSim [93] in which we can robustly blend any number of galaxies and apply

a variety of PSFs. With this, we hope to generalize our results to galaxy images from a

wide variety of potential surveys and thereby salvage an increasing number of blended
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images which would otherwise be unused in the study of galaxies and galaxy evolution.

Moreover, we plan to implement a variable number of GAN branches, allowing any

blended object to be deblended after estimating the number of objects involved in the

blend. An ultimate goal is the full deep learning pipeline from source identification to

blending classification and deblending.
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Chapter 4

Manuscript

4.1 Abstract

Measurement of the red damping wing of neutral hydrogen in quasar spectra

provides a probe of the epoch of reionization in the early Universe. Such quantification

requires precise and unbiased estimates of the intrinsic continua near Lyman-α (Lyα),

a challenging task given the highly variable Lyα emission profiles of quasars. Here, we

introduce a fully probabilistic approach to intrinsic continua prediction. We frame the

problem as a conditional density estimation task and explicitly model the distribution

over plausible blue-side continua (1190 Å ≤ λrest < 1290 Å) conditional on the red-side

spectrum (1290 Å ≤ λrest < 2900 Å) using normalizing flows. Our approach achieves

state-of-the-art precision and accuracy, allows for sampling one thousand plausible con-

tinua in less than a tenth of a second, and can natively provide confidence intervals

on the blue-side continua via Monte Carlo sampling. We measure the damping wing
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effect in two z > 7 quasars and estimate the volume-averaged neutral fraction of hy-

drogen from each, finding x̄HI = 0.304 ± 0.042 for ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.09) and

x̄HI = 0.384± 0.133 for ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.54).

4.2 Introduction

Prior to the emergence of the first luminous sources, the intergalactic medium

(IGM) was filled with a dense gas of neutral hydrogen. During the epoch of reionization,

nascent stars, galaxies and quasars ionized the surrounding IGM with ultraviolet (UV)

radiation. Reionization induced a patchy topology upon the universe wherein ionization

bubbles grew about each source until the ionization regions merged and percolated,

and residual neutral hydrogen was left primarily in the deep potential wells of dark

matter halos. Recent measurements of the cosmic microwave background suggest that

reionization of the IGM occurred at z ∼ 8 [90], but there remains uncertainty about its

precise timing and nature—constraining the history of reionization is a goal of modern

cosmology.

A largely neutral IGM leaves marked signatures in source spectra. At redshifts

beyond z ≈ 6, the spectra of sources sufficiently luminous to be observed with modern

telescopes exhibit a near-complete suppression of flux blueward of Lyα—an effect known

as the Gunn-Peterson trough [37]. In comparison, at lower redshifts where the residual

neutral hydrogen has gathered in the potential wells of dark matter halos and other

large-scale structures, we observe discrete absorption features (the Lyα forest) in source
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spectra that trace out the matter field of the universe [70, 41]. These latter observations

confirm the presence of a highly ionized IGM.

These considerations suggest that one could probe the epoch of reionization

by searching for the presence of the Gunn-Peterson trough in a sequence of luminous

sources of increasing redshift. However, the presence of the Gunn-Peterson trough alone

is insufficient to prove that the emitting source is surrounded by a neutral IGM [69]—

due to the considerable optical depth of the neutral IGM, even a modest residual neutral

fraction of hydrogen in a largely reionized IGM will suppress the transmittance of flux

blueward of Lyα to near-zero.

Instead, unambiguous evidence of a neutral IGM may be provided by mea-

surement of the red damping wing of the Gunn-Peterson trough [69], which is only

identifiable for very large column densities of neutral hydrogen such as those at or

prior to reionization. This broad absorption feature extends redward of Lyα out to

a rest-frame wavelength of λrest ≈ 1260 Å in the quasar’s rest-frame. By measuring

the damping wing in a series of high-redshift sources, one can place constraints on the

timeline of the early universe IGM phase transition from neutral to reionized. Thus

far, the only sources luminous enough to permit measurement of the damping wing are

quasars, although there remains optimism that gamma-ray burst afterglows may offer

an additional avenue [100].

Measurement of the damping wing is complicated by a variety of factors, no-

tably: (i) the possibility of a potent absorption system along the quasar line-of-sight

whose proximity alters the profile of the wing, and (ii) the uncertainty in our estimation
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of the intrinsic quasar flux (termed the “continuum”) whose profile allows us to measure

the damping wing width. As noted by [69], continua prediction is especially difficult

when the emitting source is a quasar since “quasars have strong, broad Lyα emission

lines with profiles that are highly variable.” Thus, a model which predicts intrinsic

quasar continua should be expressive and ideally provide calibrated uncertainties with

its predictions.

Another complicating factor is estimating the extent of the quasar near-zone.

In the proximity of powerful UV sources such as quasars, the increased photo-ionization

rate of neutral hydrogen leads to a diminishing number of Lyα absorbers near the

redshift of the source. This consequence is known as the line-of-sight proximity effect

[7], and its associated spectral feature is denoted the ionization near-zone, or simply

the proximity zone. Our model of the damping wing relies on our knowledge of the

blueward edge of the quasar proximity zone, and though we have heuristics to locate

the edge of the near-zone, our uncertainty in the true location affects our estimates of

the damping wing strength.

Intrinsic continua prediction has been studied widely and approached in a vari-

ety of manners. Previous approaches generally predict the blue-side continua (1190 Å ≤

λrest < 1290 Å) using information encoded in the red-side spectrum (λrest ≥ 1290 Å).

This information arises from correlations in the emission features of the blue and red-side

spectra [11]. Such models are typically trained on the spectra of quasars at moderate

redshift—a typical redshift range is z ∈ [2.1, 2.5] [36]—which cover the Lyα and Mg

ii broad emission lines. These lines strongly constrain the standard pipeline estimates
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for quasar redshifts [82]. Since such redshift estimates are a major source of bias in

any model which aims to impute spectra, selecting a redshift range which includes such

emission features limits our exposure to strong systematics. Approaches such as these

often involve a pair of models: the primary model which infers the blue-side continua

given the red-side spectrum, and the secondary model which probes the similarity of

high-redshift quasars (our targets for inference) to our moderate-redshift training set.

The primary model predicts the intrinsic (i.e. unabsorbed) continua near Lyα

given the redward spectrum. Primary models are often fundamentally non-probabilistic

(with a notable exception being the fully Bayesian framework of [36]) though many

employ methods such as ensembling or prediction on nearest neighbors to approximate

confidence intervals during inference. For example, previous approaches have employed

principal component analysis (PCA) to the blue and red sides of the spectrum and sub-

sequently related the coefficients using multiple linear regression [97, 16] or an ensemble

of neural networks [24].

The secondary model probes the similarity in spectral characteristics between

the moderate-z training set and the high-z quasars which are targets for constrain-

ing the epoch of reionization. High similarity assures us that the high-z targets are

in-distribution and therefore valid inputs to our primary model. Here, similarity is tan-

tamount to likelihood though typically simple models or proxies are used. A number

of approaches have been chosen in related studies, for example the reconstruction error

of an autoencoder [24] or the likelihood of PCA coefficients under a Gaussian mixture

model [16].
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In this article we introduce Spectre, a fully probabilistic approach to intrinsic

continua prediction which utilizes normalizing flows as both the primary and secondary

models. We frame the problem as one of conditional density estimation: what is the

probability distribution over blue-side continua given the redward spectrum? In do-

ing so, Spectre achieves state-of-the-art precision, allows for sampling one thousand

plausible continua in less than a tenth of a second on modern GPUs, and can natively

provide confidence intervals on the blue-side continua via Monte Carlo sampling. In

addition, our secondary model provides the likelihood ratio as a background contrastive

score used to measure how in-distribution a given quasar continuum lies, offering a new

perspective on the probability of high-redshift quasar spectra under a generative model

trained on moderate-redshift quasars. Both primary and secondary models are applied

to continua from high redshift (z > 7) quasars, ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.09) [73] and

ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.54) [8], in order to infer the neutral hydrogen fraction of the

universe during the epoch of reionization.

This manuscript is organized as follows: §4.3 provides a brief overview of

previous approaches to intrinsic continua prediction. In §4.4 we introduce normalizing

flows, describe their usefulness in scientific applications, and provide a brief introduction

to the particular variety we employ in this work: neural spline flows. Then, in §4.5

we detail our approach by first outlining our data preprocessing scheme, describing

our flow-based model and explaining our measurement of the damping wing in quasar

spectra. Results are presented in §4.6 for our constraints on the reionization history

of the early universe from measuring the damping wing in two z > 7 quasars. In
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§4.7, we conclude with a summary of our work and further discuss the use of flows for

probabilistic modeling in the sciences.

4.3 Related Work

Previous approaches to intrinsic quasar continua prediction have ranged from

fully Bayesian models operating purely upon emission features [36] to full-spectrum

principal component analyses on blue/red-side continua to learn correlations between

the dominant modes of variation in each, as in [16]; [24]. In these approaches, the

authors fit models on moderate redshift quasars (typically z ≈ 2) and apply them to

quasars near or at reionization (z ≈ 7).

In the Bayesian approach of [36], the authors construct a covariance matrix

describing the correlations of high-ionization emission line features in moderate redshift

quasar spectra. The emission line profiles are compressed into three features: line width,

peak height and velocity offset. Each of their chosen emission features (Lyα, Si iv/O iv,

C iv, and C iii) are modeled with either a single or double component Gaussian profile.

The Gaussian components are fit to each spectrum in their training set using a Markov

Chain Monte Carlo approach with a χ2 likelihood function. After fitting each element

of their training set, the authors compute the correlation matrix between the emission

line features for all included lines. For reconstructing the Lyα emission of high-redshift

quasars, the red-side emission features are fit in a manner identical to the training set.

The likelihood of its parameter vector is modeled via a high-dimensional Gaussian with
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mean equal to the mean parameter vector of the training set and covariance equal to

the covariance matrix computed from the training set. By doing so, the authors assume

that the marginal distributions of each parameter can be described by a Gaussian.

Reconstruction of the blue-side continua then proceeds by collapsing the likelihood

function along all dimensions corresponding to the parameters of the red-side emission

features, leaving only the 6-dimensional conditional likelihood of the Lyα emission:

three parameters for each of its two Gaussian components. Here, a prior on the blue-

side emission features is introduced by fitting on unabsorbed quasar spectra at z ≈ 6.

The resulting posterior is a joint distribution over these six parameters which provides

a probabilistic model for the blue-side intrinsic continua conditioned on the red-side

emission features.

Subsequently, the authors published analyses on the damping wing of hydrogen

in two available z > 7 QSOs [35, 34] using large-scale epoch of reionization simulations.

To do this, they sampled ∼105 plausible blue-side continua from their model and multi-

plied each by ∼105 synthetic damping wing opacities from their simulations of the epoch

of reionization. These ∼1010 mock spectra were compared to the observed spectrum of

the high-redshift QSOs using a χ2 likelihood function. The final estimate of the neutral

fraction was then calculated by weighting the neutral fraction of each synthetic damping

wing by its marginal likelihood (over all mock spectra) with reference to the observed

spectrum and computing the weighted average.

Other work makes use of principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the di-

mensionality of the problem. PCA produces a set of linearly uncorrelated PCA eigenvec-
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tors. A spectrum can then be reconstructed with a sum of PCA eigenvectors multiplied

by the appropriate coefficients. Among techniques which employ PCA, the number of

coefficients may be chosen by hand or to satisfy some criterion on the explained variance

(e.g. 99%). Correlations between blue and red-side coefficients are then modeled with

either a linear model [97, 83, 26, 25, 16] or an ensemble of neural networks [24]. Inference

on high-redshift quasars is then performed by encoding the the red-side spectrum into

its PCA coefficients and using the trained model to predict the blue-side coefficients.

Using the blue-side coefficients and PCA eigenvectors, the blue-side continua can be

reconstructed and used as a prediction of the intrinsic continua. The neutral fraction

of hydrogen is then estimated using either a simplified model of the red damping wing

(as in [24]) or via full hydrodynamical modeling of the neutral IGM (as in [15]).

4.4 Background

This section describes normalizing flows in moderate detail. For an exhaustive

introduction and tutorial refer to [79]—we will adopt a similar notation from here on-

wards: x is a D-dimensional1 random vector (e.g. the measured spectrum of a quasar)

generated from an underlying distribution p∗x(x), and u ∼ pu(u) is the latent (or hidden)

representation of x in a D-dimensional isotropic Gaussian space. The representations

are related via a transformation T : RD → RD such that x = T (u). We model the

true distribution over x via a distribution px(x; θ) produced by a neural network with

1The dimensionality D is defined by the data—for spectroscopy, D is determined by the resolution
and wavelength range of the spectroscope, although D may change due to subsequent preprocessing.
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parameters θ.

4.4.1 Normalizing Flows

Normalizing flows model complex probability densities by mapping samples

between a base density and the distribution of interest, i.e. the data distribution.

The transformation, T , is composed of a series of invertible mappings Ti, or bijections,

each of which must be differentiable. The base density is commonly chosen to be

Gaussian, with the requirement that its dimensionality be equal to the dimensionality

of the data to maintain invertibility. Since the composition of differentiable, invertible

mappings T = T0 ◦ T1 ◦ ... ◦ TN is itself differentiable and invertible, the normalizing

flow acts as a diffeomorphism between the data space and the Gaussian latent space. In

our application, the flow then learns a bijective mapping between Gaussian-distributed

latent samples and blue-side quasar continua (conditional on the red-side spectrum).

The density of a random vector in the data space is then well-defined and easily

computed via a change of variables—we simply cast our data into the Gaussian latent

space where density evaluation is trivial. For a datum x drawn from a D-dimensional

target distribution p∗x, we can model its density in the following manner:

px(x) = pu(u) |det JT (u)|−1 (4.1)

where x = T (u), pu is the base density and JT is the Jacobian of the transformation T

which maps samples from the Gaussian space to the data space.

Sampling is similarly uncomplicated: latent vectors are sampled in the Gaus-
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sian space and transformed into data space samples via T . Quantities such as confidence

intervals can then easily be computed via Monte Carlo sampling and are generally cal-

culable from a single (large batch) forward pass provided the data dimensionality and

model size are modest.

In practice, we employ neural networks to parameterize our invertible trans-

formations Ti (which together compose T ) and cleverly choose the form of the trans-

formations such that the Jacobian is lower triangular. The neural networks themselves

are parameterized by a parameter vector θ. Since the determinant of a lower triangular

matrix is simply the product of its diagonal elements, this reduces the complexity of

the determinant calculation from O(D3) to O(D).

To train such a model, we minimize the divergence between the target dis-

tribution p∗x(x) and the distribution parameterized by the flow, px(x;θ). A common

choice of divergence is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence which measures the loss of

information when using the model distribution to estimate the target distribution.

DKL [p∗x(x) ‖ px(x;θ)] = Ep∗x(x)
[

log
p∗x(x)

px(x;θ)

]
(4.2)

= Ep∗x(x)
[

log p∗x(x)− log px(x;θ)
]

(4.3)

= −Ep∗x(x)
[

log px(x;θ)
]

+ const. (4.4)

(4.5)

where DKL is the KL-divergence and Ep∗x(x) denotes the expectation with respect to the

target distribution p∗x(x).
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We can then identify an appropriate loss function for training by writing the

model density in terms of the flow transformation and its Jacobian, using the fact

that the determinant of the inverse of an invertible transformation is the inverse of the

determinant of the transformation and recalling that u = T−1(x).

L(θ) = −Ep∗x(x)
[

log pu(T−1(x;θ)) + log |det JT−1(x;θ)|
]

(4.6)

(4.7)

Given a dataset of samples from the target distribution {xn}Nn=1 (e.g. a col-

lection of quasar spectra) we can approximate the expectation over p∗x(x) via Monte

Carlo.

L(θ) ≈ − 1

N

N∑
n=1

[
log pu(T−1(xn;θ)) + log |det JT−1(xn;θ)|

]
(4.8)

(4.9)

Thus, training a normalizing flow amounts to explicitly maximizing the likeli-

hood of our dataset where the likelihood of each datum is exactly calculable by casting

it into a Gaussian latent space where density calculations are trivial. The only caveat is

that we must compute the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation relating

the data space to the Gaussian latent space.

The ability to do exact density evaluation make normalizing flows an attractive

model for probabilistic modeling. Indeed, deep generative models which admit exact
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likelihoods are rare: variational autoencoders (VAEs, see [52]) admit only approximate

likelihoods and generative adversarial networks (GANs, see [33]) admit no likelihoods

at all. Autoregressive generative models [102, 103, 104] offer exact density evaluation

but generate samples via ancestral sampling which requires repeated forward passes

through the network. In contrast, normalizing flows can be designed to offer both

density estimation and sampling in a single forward pass.

4.4.2 Transforms

Though the mathematical underpinning of normalizing flows is elegant, their

practical application is limited by the calculation of a determinant for each bijection Ti

during each forward pass. To circumvent this, most flow models employ transformations

designed to yield lower triangular Jacobians. Since the determinant of a lower triangular

matrix is easily computed by multiplying its diagonal elements, the complexity of the

determinant computation then scales linearly in the data dimensionality, D. Two such

choices of transformation are the coupling transform of [20]; [21] and the autoregressive

transforms of [54]; [80]. We discuss the merits of each in turn.

4.4.2.1 Coupling Transforms

Coupling transforms operate by dividing an input datum into halves, then

using the former half (hereafter the identity features) to predict the parameters of an

invertible transformation on the latter half (hereafter the transmuted features). In-

vertibility is enforced by restricting our transformations to be strictly monotonic. The
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Figure 4.1: Left: Example coupling layer transform for a D = 6 dimensional input

vector, x1:6. Upon splitting the input features into halves, the first half is consumed by

the conditioner which outputs a parameter vector, φ(x1:3). This vector parameterizes a

monotonic transformation of the second half features, x4:6. The coupling layer output is

then given by the concatenation of the identity features with the transmuted features.

Right: Example autoregressive layer transform for the same input vector. The input

is split into D = 6 pieces. Features at each dimension index i undergo a mapping

parameterized by all features with dimension index lower than i. Here, we display the

process only for element x4 and use shorthand notation such that φ<i = φ(x<i).
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identity features remain untransformed as indicated by their name. After each coupling

layer, the dimensions of the data are randomly permuted (imposing an arbitrary order-

ing at the next layer) to allow features of each data dimension an opportunity to be

transformed at some layer of the flow. Note that permutations themselves are invert-

ible transformations with a determinant of 1 or −1. The general form of a coupling

transform T is shown below (and a diagram is provided in Fig. 4.1, left).

y1:d = x1:d (4.10)

yd+1:D = f(xd+1:D; φ(x1:d)) (4.11)

In the normalizing flow literature, φ is referred to as the conditioner and f as the trans-

former. The conditioner is typically an arbitrary neural network and the transformer is

any strictly monotonic function.

Commonly, neural networks in a coupling layer use the identity features to

parameterize an affine transformation on the transmuted features. In such cases, the

transformer φ outputs a set of scale and bias parameters which then act on the latter

half of the input.

φ(x1:d) = {α(x1:d), β(x1:d)} (4.12)

f(xd+1:D; φ(x1:d)) = α(x1:d) · xd+1:D + β(x1:d) (4.13)

Flows employing such transformations have produced promising results in

practice but often require an immense number of coupling layers (often hundreds) to
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model complicated and high-dimensional probability distributions such as those over

natural images [53].

Promising recent approaches [74, 23] in which the identity features are used to

predict the parameters of a monotonically increasing piecewise spline have been shown

capable of modeling highly multimodal distributions with state-of-the-art results (for

flows) in log-likelihood scores. We will make use of such a flow in this work.

Coupling layers can also be made conditional in many ways. Since the condi-

tioner is typically an arbitrary neural network, the output of this network can be con-

ditioned on any additional information by, for example, concatenating the conditioning

information onto the identity features before predicting the transformation parameters.

Given F -dimensional conditioning information c1:F , the transformation parameters are

then computed as φ(x1:d · c1:F ) where · is the concatenation operator. Generally, each

layer of the flow would be conditioned in this manner.

4.4.2.2 Autoregressive Transforms

Autoregressive transforms (see Fig. 4.1, right) enforce a lower triangular Jaco-

bian by specifying the following form for their transforms:

yi = f(xi; φ(x<i)) (4.14)

With φ as the conditioner and f as the transformer. To make this an invertible

transformation, the transformer is again chosen to be a monotonic function of xi. If the

transformer and conditioner are flexible enough to represent any function arbitrarily
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well (as neural networks are), then autoregressive flows are able to approximate any

distribution arbitrarily well (see [79]).

Autoregressive flows can have either one-pass sampling and D-pass density

estimation or D-pass sampling and one-pass density estimation [80, 54]. Because flows

are usually trained by maximizing the likelihood of the data with respect to model

parameters, autoregressive flows are commonly chosen for one-pass density estimation.

Autoregressive transforms can also be made conditional by manner similar to coupling

transforms: conditional features, c1:F , are concatenated onto x<i before being inputted

to the transformer.

4.4.2.3 Choosing a Transform

The choice of transform depends on the task at hand. If one is only interested

in density estimation, autoregressive flows are typically chosen because of their capacity

to approximate any distribution arbitrarily well with fewer layers than their coupling

transform counterparts. If one would like to sample from the model, however, it is often

preferable to choose a coupling transform because it offers one-pass density estimation

for maximum likelihood training and one-pass data generation. Though, if efficient

sampling is the only criterion, inverse autoregressive flows [54] are also an option. Re-

cent work has demonstrated how to model distributions of data which are invariant to

transformations of a given symmetry group using equivariant coupling layers [49]. In

such a case, using coupling layers for density estimation may provide a better inductive

bias since the coupling layer can encode the symmetry.
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In this paper, we make use of both kinds of transforms: coupling in the primary

model for efficient sampling of blue-side continua, and autoregressive in the secondary

model for density estimation.

4.4.3 Neural Spline Flows

In contrast to affine flows where the conditioner produces the parameters of a

strictly linear (and thereby inflexible) mapping, neural spline flow conditioners param-

eterize a piecewise spline which can approximate any differentiable monotonic function

in the spline region. The added expressivity of spline layers allow neural spline flows to

model complex, multi-modal probability densities with significantly fewer neural net-

work parameters than their affine equivalent.

Neural spline flows make use of the identity features to predict the parameters

of a piecewise spline in a region x, y ∈ [−B, B] (hereafter the spline region) where

B is a hyperparameter. The spline is required to be strictly monotonic such that the

mapping is one-to-one and thereby invertible. The transformation is piecewise-defined

in K different bins spanning the spline region and is linear (y = x) beyond. The K + 1

bin edges are referred to as knots.

Polynomial families of functions are often chosen for the spline—originally up

to and including degree two polynomials [74] and subsequently up to and including de-

gree three [22]. Recently, [23] introduced flows which employ rational quadratic splines:

a family of functions defined by the division of two quadratic functions. These functions

are highly expressive and yet simple to invert. Flows which make use of such transforms
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are referred to by [23] as rational quadratic neural spline flows (RQ-NSF).

In RQ-NSFs, each of the K bins are assigned monotonic rational quadratic

functions parameterized by a neural network. In total, 3K − 1 parameters define a

piecewise rational quadratic spline with K bins for a single data dimension: K bin

widths (size in x), K bin heights (size in y) and K − 1 derivatives at the K − 1 internal

knots (since the derivative at the two outer knots must be unity).

For bin k, defining the bin width as ∆xk = xk+1 − xk, the bin height as

∆yk = yk+1 − yk, the derivative at knot k as δk, the constant sk = ∆yk/∆xk and

function ξ(x) = (x− xk)/∆xk, the rational quadratic spline is then defined as follows.

rk(ξ) =
αk(ξ)

βk(ξ)
= yk +

∆yk
[
skξ

2 + δkξ(1− ξ)
]

sk +
[
δk+1 + δk − 2sk

]
ξ(1− ξ)

(4.15)

It should be noted that the transformation acts elementwise—a unique spline

is parameterized for each dimension of the transmuted features. Thus, for i = d+1, d+

2, . . . , D (indexing the transmuted features) we parameterize a spline rik such that

yi = rik(xi). Then, the determinant of the Jacobian of the coupling transformation can

be written as follows.

det JT = det
∂Ti
∂xj

=

d∏
i=1

1×
D∏

i=d+1

∂fi
∂xi

=

D∏
i=d+1

∂rik
∂xi

(4.16)

Where the derivative of the spline is shown below.
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drk
dx

=
s2k
[
δk+1ξ

2 + 2skξ(1− ξ) + δk(1− ξ)2
][

sk +
[
δk+1 + δk − 2sk

]
ξ(1− ξ)

]2 (4.17)

Inverting the spline is possible by inverting equation (4.15) and solving for the

roots of the resulting quadratic equation.

4.5 Methods

This section describes our data preprocessing scheme (4.5.1), the implementa-

tion of Spectre (4.5.2), and our training (4.5.3) and model selection (4.5.4) procedures.

Additionally, we describe the likeness of high-z targets to our training dataset (4.5.5)

and our measurement of the red damping wing (4.5.6).

4.5.1 Data

4.5.1.1 Training Data

We adopt the data preprocessing scheme of [24], and briefly recount it here.

For a detailed description, refer to [24]. A full Python implementation is available in a

GitHub repository here: github.com/DominikaDu/QSmooth.

We select all quasar spectra from the 14th data release (DR14) of the Sloan

Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) quasar catalog [82] within the redshift range Z_PIPE ∈

[2.09, 2.51]. These spectra were captured by the extended Baryon Oscillation Spec-

troscopic Survey (eBOSS). This redshift range was chosen to minimize our exposure

to systematic uncertainties in the SDSS pipeline redshift estimates—quasars within our
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Figure 4.2: Top: an example of our preprocessing scheme. Here, we show a smoothed

spectrum in red overlaid upon its raw flux counterpart in grey. The region with grey

background on the left-hand side is the blue-side of the spectrum whose distribution we

attempt to model conditional on the red-side of the spectrum (white background, right).

Bottom: we zoom in on rest-frame wavelengths near Lyman-α to exhibit the narrow

absorption features in the raw flux which have been eliminated in our preprocessing

routine by identifying outliers in the difference of the raw flux and its upper envelope.

All smoothed spectra are normalized to unity at 1290 Å, the threshold between the red

and blue regions.
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chosen redshift range include prominent emission features from Lyman-α to Mg ii, which

strongly constrain the SDSS redshift estimates [36].

We discard all spectra which are flagged as having broad absorption lines

(BI_CIV 6= 0) or tenuous redshift estimates (ZWARNING 6= 0). We then discard spectra

with low signal to noise ratios (SN_MEDIAN_ALL ¡ 7.0).

The spectra are subsequently smoothed. We begin by smoothing each spec-

trum with a median filter of kernel size k = 50. Then, a peak-finding algorithm identifies

any peaks of the original spectrum lying above the median-smoothed boundary. We in-

terpolate between the peaks to create an upper envelope of the spectrum. The upper

envelope is then subtracted from the original spectrum. Absorption features are readily

identifiable in these residuals using a RANSAC regressor [28] fit on the residual flux as

a function of wavelength. We then interpolate between RANSAC inliers and smooth

the resulting spectrum once more with a median filter of kernel size k = 20.

After shifting each spectrum to its rest-frame using the SDSS pipeline redshift

estimates, each spectrum is normalized such that its flux is unity at λrest = 1290 Å. To

further clean our dataset, we eliminate any spectra whose normalized flux falls below 0.5

blueward of 1280 Å or below 0.1 redward of 1280 Å. These cuts eliminate spectra with

blue-side absorption which may contaminate measurements of the damping wing and

spectra with a low signal-to-noise ratio on their red-side, respectively. Each spectrum

was then interpolated to a fixed grid of 3,861 wavelengths between 1191.5 Å and 2900 Å

spaced uniformly in log space.

The dataset was then filtered using a random forest to cull any remaining
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spectra with strong absorption features on the blue-side. After standardizing each

spectrum such that the flux in each wavelength bin is z-score normalized, we perform

an independent principal component analysis (PCA) on the blue and red-sides, then

select the PCA coefficients which together explain 99% of the dataset variance on each

side. We train a random forest regressor to predict the blue-side coefficients given

the red-side coefficients using 10-fold cross-validation. Outlying spectra (with strong

absorption features) preferentially occupy a tail of the reconstruction error distribution

which we then select upon to eliminate data points beyond three standard deviations

of the mean reconstruction error.

Our final dataset contains 13,703 quasar continua with high signal-to-noise

ratios and low contamination from absorption features near Lyman-α. Our blue- and

red-side continua are composed of flux values across 345 and 3516 wavelength bins, re-

spectively. The dataset is identical to the dataset used in [24]. We divide the dataset

into training, validation and testing partitions using 90/5/5 percent of the data, respec-

tively. The partitions are chosen randomly. An example spectrum and its associated

smoothed continuum approximation is shown in Fig. 4.2.

During training and inference, all input spectra were pixel-wise z-score nor-

malized such that the model operated directly on flux z-scores calculated individually

in each wavelength bin. Blue-side continua predictions were then inverse transformed

before all subsequent analyses.
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4.5.1.2 High-z Data

Our inference targets are two high-z quasars: ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.09)

[73] observed by VLT/FORS and Gemini/GNIRS and ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.54)

[8] observed by Magellan/FIRE and Gemini/GNIRS.

The spectra of ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.09) and ULAS J1342+0928 (z =

7.54) contain regions of poor signal-to-noise or missing data which must be imputed

in order to predict their blue-side continua. To accomplish this, we again adopt the

methods from [24]. We trained two fully connected feed-forward neural networks to fill in

missing spectral features, one to be applied on each high-z spectrum individually. Each

neural network had three hidden layers of width (55, 20, 11) neurons with exponential

linear unit (ELU) activation functions. The networks were trained for 400 epochs with

a batch size of 800.

For ULAS J1120+0641, the neural network inputed fluxes from 1660− 1800 Å

and 2200 − 2450 Å. For ULAS J1342+0928, missing data was imputed in the regions

between 1570 − 1700 Å and 2100 − 2230 Å. After reconstructing the red-side spectra,

we apply the same pre-processing pipeline as used on the moderate redshift quasars

described above in Sec. 4.5.1.1.

4.5.2 Model

The Spectre architecture is based off of [23]’s original implementation of

rational quadratic neural spline flows.

Our network employs 10 layers of spline coupling transforms, each parame-
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terized by a residual network conditioner with 256 hidden units. The conditioner uses

batch normalization and is regularized via dropout with p = 0.3. Each spline is com-

posed of 5 bins in the region x, y ∈ [−10, 10] i.e. B = 10 though we note little difference

for various choices of B so long as it is greater than ∼3 (but note this depends on the

normalization of your data).

An encoder network is used to extract relevant information from the redward

spectrum during training and inference. The encoder is a fully-connected network with 4

layers of 128 hidden units. The dimensionality reduction offered by the encoder allowed

us to build very deep conditional flows without reaching our GPU’s memory limit.

In summary, Spectre produces plausible blue-side continua by transforming

random Gaussian samples through a series of ten coupling transforms, each conditioned

on the red-side emission. The coupling layers sequentially contort Gaussian-distributed

samples to samples from the distribution over blue-side continua. The output of our

model is a z-score normalized spectrum which is ultimately re-scaled to produce a can-

didate sample.

A full PyTorch [87] implementation of Spectre is available on GitHub (github.com/davidreiman/spectre).

4.5.3 Training

Spectre was trained on an NVIDIA V100 with a batch size of 32 and an

initial learning rate of 5e−4. The learning rate was cosine annealed with warm restarts2

2Cosine annealing is a technique to reduce the learning rate over time. Lower learning rates near
the end of training allow a model to settle into minima of the error manifold. Warm restarts reinitialize
the learning rate and begin a new annealing schedule. These restarts have empirically been shown to
reduce the wall clock time to convergence and in some cases improve model performance.
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to a minimum learning rate of 1e−7. The initial annealing period was 5000 batches and

grew by a factor of 2 after each restart. After the second restart, the learning rate was

annealed to 1e−7 once more, after which it remained constant. Spectre’s gradient

norms were also clipped such that |∇θL| = min (|∇θL|, 5). This was enforced prior to

each optimizer step and was used to stabilize training by constraining the update step

size in parameter space for sizeable gradients. For all of our experiments, we used the

Adam optimizer [51] with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999.

4.5.4 Model Selection

Our model hyperparameters were selected via an extensive grid search using a

validation set. We found that small batch sizes generally yielded better generalization

performance, though when the batch size was too small (N < 16) training was often

unstable and would occasionally diverge. We note that smaller models tended to perform

best (likely due to the limited size of our dataset) though we explored deep conditional

flows with up to one hundred coupling layers. We also found that reducing the resolution

of our spectra by a factor of 3 improved the performance of our model. This was done by

selecting flux values in every third wavelength bin. To verify that emission line profiles

were not altered by this reduction in resolution, we compared a sample of low-resolution

spectra to their unaltered counterparts and found no such issues. This downsampling

cut the dimensionality of our blue- and red-side continua to 115 and 1172, respectively.

We hypothesize that performance gains from this modification are due to the reduction

in our data dimensionality which makes the task of modeling the density simpler for
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Figure 4.3: Spectre’s training curve, showing training and validation losses (negative

log likelihoods) as a function of global step, where the global step counter is incremented

after each parameter update. We employ a cosine annealing learning rate schedule with

warm restarts. The annealing period is τ = 5000 global steps and is multiplied by

two after each warm restart. The dotted line marks the global step at which our

model reached minimum validation error—we use the model from this step in all of our

experiments.
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the flow. In addition, the unaltered spectra are strongly autocorrelated in such a way

that downsampling does not remove a sizeable amount of information. Finally, we

experimented with convolutional layers to encode red-side continua, but found they

were not as effective as fully connected layers. We postulate that this is due to some

underlying global features inherent in the spectra. These features could theoretically

be accessed by increasing the receptive field of deep layers in the convolutional encoder,

for example by adding additional layers or using dilated convolutions, but in practice

we found a simple fully connected encoder worked best. A table denoting our complete

model configuration is provided in Appendix 4.8.3.

4.5.5 Likeness of High-z and Moderate-z Spectra

We explore the applicability of our primary model by using our secondary

model to quantify the similarity between moderate and high redshift quasar spectra.

Since normalizing flows model the likelihood of data explicitly, it naively makes sense

to use these likelihoods as a measure of how in-distribution a given continuum lies. As

pointed out in [76] and [14], however, this can often fail. In [91], the authors show this

is an expected failure mode when semantic/informative features are sparse compared

to the dimensionality of the data. Our dataset falls in this regime since it is possible to

reconstruct spectra with percent-level error by using only tens of PCA components to

recreate fluxes across thousands of wavelength bins [16].

To avoid the spurious outlier detection performance of pure likelihoods, we

employ the methods of [91] to quantify the notion of a spectrum being in-distribution
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with the likelihood ratio:

`(x) =
pin(x)

pout(x)
(4.18)

where pin is the likelihood of datum x given by a model trained on in-distribution data

and pout is the likelihood of x given by a model trained on out-of-distribution (OOD)

data.

It is instructive to consider the case where semantic and background features

are independently generated. In this scenario, one can split the likelihood of a sample,

x, into p(x) = p(xS)p(xB), where xS are semantic features and xB are background

features. When semantic features are sparse, the likelihood p(x) is dominated by the

uninformative background. If both pin and pout give approximately the same density

estimate for the background, the full likelihood ratio reduces to a likelihood ratio of

semantic information. In the dependent case where background and semantic features

are not independently generated, background dependence cannot be eliminated, but the

likelihood ratio can still be approximated as:

`(x) =
pin(xS |xB)pin(xB)

pout(xS |xB)pout(xB)
≈ pin(xS |xB)

pout(xS |xB)
(4.19)

In practice, one does not always have access to an OOD dataset. With the correct

noise model, however, perturbations can be added to the in-distribution dataset which

preserve population-level background statistics, but corrupt in-distribution features.

For our application, the in-distribution data are the cleaned spectra described
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in Sec. 4.5.1.1. We tested different noise models to create the out-of-distribution data

and we found the dataset containing the unprocessed flux measurements to give the most

stringent OOD limits for both ULAS J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928. Results and

noise models are summarized in Appendix 4.8.1.

Because this is a density estimation exercise, we choose to use an autoregressive

transform for this rational quadratic neural spline flow. We train two such flows — one

on the in-distribution dataset and one on the out-of-distribution dataset — to map the

red-side spectra onto a multivariate Gaussian which can be evaluated to obtain pin and

pout. These models contain the same hyperparameters listed in Table 4.2 aside from the

number of encoder layers since there is no conditional information for this task.

In Fig. 4.4 we show the likelihood ratios of training and validation sets along

with high-z spectra as calculated by the two flows. Training and validation sets overlap

showing the models have not overfit on the training set. As there are no guarantees

for OOD detection using this method, we treat a sample’s likelihood-ratio percentile

as an upper bound on how in-distribution a sample lies. The likelihood ratio of ULAS

J1120+0641 (z = 7.09) falls in the 61.1 percentile of our training set which means it

is well represented by our training data. ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.54) is in the 10.4

percentile of our training set which, although not an outlier, is less typical of a moderate

redshift continuum.

This hierarchy holds across various methods in the literature. In [16] the

likelihood of 10 red-side PCA coefficients from a Gaussian mixture model is used to give

15 and 1.5 percentiles to ULAS J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928, respectively. In
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Figure 4.4: We evaluate the likelihood ratios of our training/validation sets and high-z

spectra as calculated by two autoregressive rational quadratic neural spline flows. The

most stringent out-of-distribution bounds result when one flow is trained on smoothed

continua and the other flow is trained on raw flux measurements. We find ULAS

J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928 lie in the 61.1 and 10.4 percentiles of our training

set, respectively. This implies that both high-z quasars share significant likeness to our

training distribution and are valid inputs to our primary model.

[24], an autoencoder is trained to reconstruct 63 red-side coefficients. The reconstruction

error of the red-side coefficients then gives a quantifiable measure of how well represented

the high redshift continua are by the training set. With this method, they assign 52

and 1 percentiles to ULAS J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: A selection of 200 blue-side continuum predictions from Spectre for a

randomly chosen quasar. Each row corresponds to a single blue-side sample from our

model, color-coded to designate its normalized flux at each wavelength. Qualitatively,

the model’s predictions are consistent with a Lyα peak near 1215.67 Å and a N v

emission near 1240.81 Å .
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Figure 4.6: Blue-side continua predictions on two high redshift quasars, ULAS

J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928. Each solid blue line is the mean of one thousand

samples from Spectre. The blue and light blue bands reflect one and two standard

deviation bands at each wavelength, respectively. Top: Our mean prediction with two

sigma uncertainty bands overlaid on top of continuum and raw flux measurements of

ULAS J1120+0641.
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Figure 4.6: Bottom: Our mean prediction with two sigma uncertainty bands overlaid

on top of continuum and raw flux measurements of ULAS J1342+0928. Middle Left: A

comparison of predictions from various authors on ULAS J1120+0641. Middle Right:

A comparison of predictions from various authors on ULAS J1342+0928.

4.5.6 Measurement of the Damping Wing

To estimate the neutral fraction of hydrogen near the epoch of reionization, we

measure the damping wing of the Gunn-Peterson trough in two high-redshift quasars:

ULAS J1120+0641 at z = 7.09 [73] and ULAS J1342+0928 at z = 7.54 [8]. Measure-

ment of the damping wing requires knowledge of the intrinsic emission of each quasar,

which Spectre provides using conditional information from the redward spectrum. We

proceed by assuming that the IGM is uniformly neutral from zn to the blueward edge

of the quasar near-zone, znz = (1 + zs)(λnz/λα) − 1 where zs is the redshift of the

source. For both ULAS J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928 we use λnz = 1210 Å and

set zn = 6.

We model the red damping wing using the analytical model of [69]:

τ(∆λ) =
τGPRα
π

(1 + δ)3/2
∫ x2

x1

x9/2

(1− x)2
dx (4.20)

where δ = ∆λ/[λnz(1 + znz)] and ∆λ = λ− λnz(1 + znz) is the wavelength offset (in the

observed frame) from the Lyman-α transition at the edge of the near-zone. The bounds

of the integral are given by x1 = (1 + zn)/[(1 + znz)(1 + δ)] and x2 = (1 + δ)−1. The
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constant3 Rα = 2.02× 10−8, and the Gunn-Peterson optical depth of neutral hydrogen,

τGP, is given by [27] as follows:

τGP(z) = 1.8× 105h−1Ω−1/2
m

(Ωbh
2

0.02

)(1 + z

7

)3/2
x̄HI (4.21)

The integral in Eqn. 4.20 is solvable analytically and its solution is provided

in [69] as:

I(x) =
x9/2

1− x
+

9

7
x7/2 +

9

5
x5/2 + 3x3/2 + 9x1/2 − 9

2
log

1 + x1/2

1− x1/2
(4.22)

We adopt the Planck 2018 cosmological parameters [90] of h = 0.6766±0.0042,

Ωm = 0.3111±0.0056 and Ωbh
2 = 0.02242±0.00014. To determine the end of the prox-

imity zone, we employ a common heuristic in the literature: the edge of the proximity

zone is where the smoothed spectrum equals one tenth of its magnitude at at Lyman-α.

For both high-z quasars, this method suggests a blueward edge of ∼1210 Å.

We aim to fit the damping wing model to the observed damping wing where the

volume-averaged neutral fraction of hydrogen, x̄HI, is our only free parameter. Equipped

with our predictions of the intrinsic quasar emission near Lyman-α, Fint, we measure

the observed damping wing by computing the optical depth as a function of wavelength

in the range λrest ∈ [1210 Å, 1250 Å].

τobs = − ln
(Fobs

Fint

)
(4.23)

3Rα = Λ/(4πνα) with Λ the decay constant of the Lyman-α resonance and να the frequency of the
Lyman-α line—see [69].
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where Fobs is the observed flux of the quasar for which we use the smoothed spectrum

of the quasar. Note that each blue-side continua prediction sampled from Spectre

provides a separate estimate of Fint, and thereby a new measurement of τobs and the

neutral fraction x̄HI. By Monte Carlo sampling plausible continua, we can very easily

estimate the distribution over the neutral fraction.

To estimate the neutral fraction itself, we assume that the value of τ in each

wavelength bin is distributed according to a Gaussian distribution such that:

τobs(∆λ) ∼ N (τGPRα/π(∆λ/λ)−1, σ2τ ) (4.24)

and we perform maximum likelihood inference to estimate the parameter x̄HI which

is hidden inside of τGP. This amounts to a non-linear least squares problem with the

additional constraint that 0 ≤ x̄HI ≤ 1. Such problems are easily solved with readily

available optimization routines in Python, or a simple grid search over the open unit

interval.

Uncertainty in cosmological parameters, the redshift of the source, and our

estimate of the intrinsic continua all introduce error into our model. In addition, we’ve

made simplifying assumptions: (i) the quasar’s proximity zone is entirely ionized, and

(ii) the IGM is uniformly dense and neutral beyond the proximity zone. In reality, the

proximity zone contains residual neutral hydrogen and the IGM beyond the proximity

zone is patchy and uneven, attributable to the growing ionization bubbles surrounding

other luminous sources along the line-of-sight.

To estimate the effect of the uncertainty in each of the above factors to our
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estimates of the neutral fraction, we use a Monte Carlo approach. We treat the source

redshift and the cosmological parameters as Gaussian distributed random variables for

which the reported mean is the location of the mode and the uncertainty describes the

standard deviation of the mean. We then proceed by:

i. Sampling a source redshift
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of our estimates of the volume-averaged neutral fraction of

hydrogen for ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.09) and ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.54). Top:

Reported results from the literature. These make use of different damping wing models

(and some employ full hydrodynamical models of the IGM) which complicates direct

comparison. Bottom: Neutral fractions for ULAS J1120+0641 and ULAS J1342+0928

computed from the mean intrinsic continua prediction of all previous approaches and

a single damping wing model [69]. Error bars are omitted since only mean continuum

predictions are used.

ii. Shifting the red-side spectrum to its rest-frame

iii. Estimating the blue-side continua

iv. Sampling a random vector of cosmological parameters

v. Estimating the neutral fraction

By repeated random sampling, we can empirically estimate the error propa-

gation from each of these sources. We use a thousand samples of plausible blue-side

continua from Spectre, and for each sample run ten Monte Carlo simulations by draw-

ing random source redshifts and cosmological parameters. We then approximate the

distribution over the neutral fraction of hydrogen with the resulting 10,000 estimates.

As is typical in the literature, we quote the mean and standard deviation of these 10,000

samples as our prediction and uncertainty, though we note that (especially for ULAS

J1120+0641) the distributions are notably non-Gaussian (see Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.7: A comparison of our estimates of the volume-averaged neutral fraction of hy-

drogen to the Planck constraints [90]. Planck employs two models for their reionization

constraints: the Tanh model which assumes a smooth transition from a neutral to ion-

ized universe based on a hyperbolic tangent function and the FlexKnot model which can

flexibly model any reionization history based on a piecewise spline with a fixed number

of knots (though the final result is marginalized over this hyperparameter). Spectre’s

predictions are well within the 1-sigma confidence interval for Planck’s Tanh constraints

and within the 2-sigma confidence interval for the FlexKnot constraints.
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Figure 4.8: Histograms and kernel density estimates depicting the spread in neutral

hydrogen fraction predictions over 10000 samples from Spectre. From observations of

ULAS J1120+0641 we infer x̄HI = 0.304 ± 0.042 while for ULAS J1342+0928 we infer

x̄HI = 0.384± 0.133.
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4.6 Results

4.6.1 Reionization History Constraints

We display our predictions of the intrinsic continua of J1120+0641 and J1342+0928

in Fig. 4.6. For visual comparison with other approaches, we’ve also included figures

which compare our continua predictions to those found in the literature. For ULAS

J1120+0641 our intrinsic continua prediction closely matches that of [24], suggesting a

modest Lyman-α emission. Of the previous approaches we’ve considered, we predict the

weakest emission. Meanwhile, for ULAS J1342+0928 we predict a moderate Lyman-α

emission which places our intrinsic continua prediction approximately midway between

those of previous approaches. It should be noted, however, that Spectre’s uncertainty

is greater in its prediction of ULAS J1342+0928 and the mean continua predictions of

all previous approaches are captured within our 2-sigma confidence interval though this

is markedly untrue for ULAS J1120+0641.

Using the model described in Sec. 4.5.6, we estimate the volume-averaged

neutral fraction of hydrogen to be x̄HI = 0.304 ± 0.042 for ULAS J1120+0641 (z =

7.0851±0.003) and x̄HI = 0.384±0.133 for ULAS J1342+0928 (z = 7.5413±0.0007). A

comparison between the estimated volume-averaged neutral fraction for our approach

and all previous approaches is provided on the left of Fig. 4.6. We also display our

results for the volume-averaged neutral fraction of hydrogen in the context of the Planck

constraints [90] in Fig. 4.7.

We caution the reader to be wary of direct comparison to previous approaches
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in the literature. We note that each previous approach uses very different models of

the damping wing. Some employ full hydrodynamical models of the IGM while others

(such as ours) make simplifying assumptions. In an attempt to provide a more direct

comparison, we’ve used the mean continuum prediction from each previous approach

and computed the neutral fraction with a single damping wing model [69]. The results

are presented on the right of Fig. 4.6 and show quite different results in some cases,

especially for those that employed full hydrodynamical models of the IGM. This is

expected and perhaps sheds some light on the extent to which simplifying assumptions

about the state of the foreground IGM biases calculations of the neutral fraction.

4.6.2 Bias and Uncertainty

To evaluate Spectre, we measure our continuum bias and uncertainty on

a randomly selected validation set from the collection of moderate redshift spectra

gathered from eBOSS. These are N ≈ 650 quasars which were not seen during training.

We define the relative continuum error εc as follows:

εc = (Fmodel − Ftruth)/Ftruth (4.25)

where we assume the smoothed continuum estimate provided by our preprocessing

method is representative of Ftruth and we take the average over all elements of our

validation set. The relative bias is then 〈εc〉 and the relative uncertainty σ(εc). Here it

is important to note that this definition of εc differs from [24] as it omits the absolute
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value on the residual term.

In Fig. 4.10, we show our relative bias and uncertainty as a function of blue-

side wavelength averaged over the validation set. We maintain low relative uncertainty

at all wavelengths, averaging 6.63% across all blue-side wavelengths. However, we note

that this metric is very difficult to compare between approaches since it is strongly

dependent upon the preprocessing scheme. The relative uncertainty trends downward

as the continuum approaches λrest = 1290 Å, the threshold between the blue and red-side

spectrum where the extrapolation becomes trivial. Our model is largely unbiased save

for a tendency to very slightly overpredict the continua redward of Lyα. We average

a relative bias of 0.34% and are notably not strongly biased near the peak of the Lyα

emission itself.

We compare our flow-based model to what is denoted as extended PCA (ePCA):

an extension of the original work in [16] presented in [24] where PCA is applied inde-

pendently (in log space) to the blue and red-side spectra and the resulting coefficients

related via a linear model. In the original manuscript which describes the use of PCA to

predict intrinsic quasar continua [16], the authors chose six and ten components for the

blue and red sides, respectively, finding that inclusion of additional components did not

yield better results. In [24], this model is extended to include more PCA components—

enough to explain 99% of the variance. The authors find that 36 and 63 principal

components are required to meet this criterion on the blue and red side, respectively.

Fig. 4.11 shows the mean absolute percentage error of Spectre and ePCA as a function

of blue-side wavelength. Spectre reduces the mean absolute percentage error by ∼5%
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while offering direct calculation of confidence intervals without ensembling or otherwise.

Like other deep learning models, we expect Spectre’s performance to improve with

dataset size. Near-future surveys such as the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST)

at the Vera C. Rubin observatory will provide millions of additional quasar spectra [45]

which will likely significantly improve Spectre’s performance.

Additionally, Appendix 4.8.2 includes a selection of blue-side continua predic-

tions on the test set labeled with their SDSS designation for reference. These predictions

were generated at random and not chosen by hand. More random predictions on the test

set can be found at Spectre’s GitHub repository: github.com/davidreiman/spectre.

4.6.3 Uncertainty Assessment

In this section, we explore the quality of Spectre’s uncertainty estimates. We

define the pixelwise uncertainty in N random generations from Spectre as follows:

σj =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(xij − x̄j)2
N

(4.26)

where i indexes the samples generated from Spectre and j denotes the pixel or wave-

length bin. This makes the assumption that the marginal distribution over flux in each

wavelength bin is Gaussian-distributed though in our experiments we find that this is

true to a high degree of accuracy.

To measure the calibration of Spectre’s uncertainty estimates, we make pre-

dictions on all spectra in the test set and compare the observed confidence intervals
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Figure 4.9: Observed confidence intervals as a function of blue-side wavelength. A

calibrated model would make predictions of the marginal density over flux in a given

wavelength bin such that P% of the observed absolute errors fall within the P% credible

interval. We approximate the marginals as Gaussian (which we find to be true to a high

degree of accuracy) and show here the observed confidence intervals for 1- and 2-sigma

(e.g. P = 68 and P = 95). The solid horizontal lines correspond to the expected

confidence intervals. We note that Spectre tends to be over-confident at the 1-sigma

level but is well-calibrated at the 2-sigma level.
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Figure 4.10: The relative prediction bias 〈εc〉 and uncertainty σ(εc) (see Eqn. 4.25)

as a function of blue-side wavelength averaged over our test set. Our average relative

prediction uncertainty across all blue-side wavelengths is 6.63%, though we note that

this metric is highly sensitive to the preprocessing scheme and is therefore difficult to

compare to other methods.
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Figure 4.11: Mean absolute percentage error over the test set as a function of blue-side

wavelength for both Spectre and the extended PCA (ePCA) method of [24] (whose

original formulation was introduced in [16]). Error is calculated between the smoothed

continua (assumed truth) and Spectre’s mean blue-side continua prediction. Spectre

performs similarly to ePCA while providing an estimation of the full distribution over

blue-side continua given the red-side spectrum, allowing for density estimation and

sampling (and thereby Monte Carlo estimates of confidence intervals).
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to the expected confidence intervals. That is, for a calibrated model we would expect

to find P% of the absolute errors within the P% confidence interval predicted by the

model. We can quantify our calibration by checking if this is indeed true. We do so

for each pixel (wavelength bin) on the blue-side of all test-set spectra and present the

results in Fig. 4.9. At the 1-sigma level, we find that on average slightly less than 68%

(approximately 57%) of the absolute errors lie within Spectre’s confidence interval

which suggests that our model is slightly over-confident. However, at the 2-sigma level

Spectre is highly calibrated, as on average ˜95% of the absolute errors fall within

Spectre’s 2-sigma confidence interval.

We also test the quality of Spectre’s uncertainty predictions by computing

the joint probability distribution of Spectre’s absolute prediction error and predicted

uncertainty over all elements of the validation set. The results are presented in Fig. 4.13.

Though we note a sparsely populated tail of underestimated error (an effect also noted

in Fig. 4.9), Spectre’s uncertainty is generally strongly correlated with its own error

in its predictions.

There is a growing body of literature on the tuning of an additional hyper-

parameter, temperature, which modifies the base distribution after training. This is

referred to as temperature-scaling and is used to increase the fidelity of model samples

and calibrate uncertainties [38, 84]. We do not explore these here as this is an active

field of research and it is not yet clear which prescription is most reliable [77].
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Figure 4.12: Two-dimensional embedding of blue-side spectra produced via t-

Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). Top: Comparisons between our

training set continua and associated model predictions. Middle: Comparisons between

validation set continua and associated model predictions. Bottom: Comparisons be-

tween test set continua and associated model predictions. We display the results for

a series of perplexity choices and find that training/validation set distributions consis-

tently overlap with our model samples. Qualitatively, this implies our model’s samples

accurately cover the full data distribution.
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Figure 4.13: Kernel density estimate of the joint distribution over absolute error and

predictive uncertainty in Spectre samples over all wavelengths and spectra in the test

set.
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4.6.4 Sample Coverage

To ensure that our model achieves full coverage of the training data distribu-

tion, we cast the full training and validation sets down to two-dimensional represen-

tations with a dimensionality reduction technique known as t-Distributed Stochastic

Neighbor Embedding or t-SNE. We then produce a similar number of random samples

from Spectre and compute the embeddings of these samples for comparison to the

training and validation sets. Visualizations of the results are provided in Fig. 4.12.

Both figures show unique t-SNE embeddings for increasing values of the t-SNE perplex-

ity, a hyperparameter which can loosely be interpreted as an initial guess on the number

of close neighbors each data point will have. Since the t-SNE algorithm is known to

produce very different results for different choices of perplexity, we’ve shown the results

for a variety of choices for completeness. We achieve full coverage of both the training

and validation sets. However, we note that the location of the modes are slightly offset

though generally overlapping.

4.7 Conclusion

In this manuscript, we have introduced normalizing flows as a powerful and

expressive tool for probabilistic modeling in the sciences. Flows boast the ability to

perform exact density evaluation, compute uncertainty intervals and carry out one-pass

density estimation or sampling (provided one chooses an appropriate flow transform).

Many problems in astronomy and beyond can benefit from the use of generative models
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and such tasks benefit from uncertainty quantification, which other popular models

(such as generative adversarial networks) cannot provide.

Among deep generative models, flows are the only models which offer both

exact density evaluation and one-pass sampling (provided coupling layer or inverse au-

toregressive flows are used). Apart from flows, autoregressive models (which factorize

high-dimensional joint probability distributions into a product of conditionals via the

probability chain rule) are the only other deep generative model capable of exact density

evaluation. However, sampling from a D-dimensional distribution with an autoregressive

model requires D forward passes since sampling is ancestral.

Flows can also be used to learn priors over data distributions for Bayesian

modeling. In maximum a posteriori inference, naive priors are often chosen which don’t

capture the true complexity of the data at hand. Instead, unconditional flows can pro-

vide much more realistic priors on the data given a sizeable dataset. Additionally, flows

find use in likelihood-free inference techniques where they are used to approximate the

intractable likelihood of a complicated and/or black-box simulator [81]. This likelihood

can then be integrated to obtain the posterior.

Commonly, efficient sampling is the primary model criterion for scientists.

Coupling layer or inverse autoregressive flows satisfy this criterion and have recently

been used for more efficient sampling in all-purpose numerical integrators [30] and in

the estimation of the expectation values of physical observables in lattice quantum

chromodynamics [49].

In general, flows are capable of density estimation for a wide variety of contin-
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uous or discrete-valued data. They have been successfully applied as generative models

for images [53] and text [101] and used to perform anomaly detection in particle physics

[75].

We have applied a specific flow variant—rational quadratic neural spline flows—

to the task of intrinsic quasar continua prediction and provided a fully probabilistic

model which is readily applicable to current and future high-redshift quasars. Our

model consumes the red-side (λrest > 1290 Å) spectrum to estimate a distribution over

the blue-side (1190 Å < λrest < 1290 Å) continua. In contrast to previous approaches in

the literature, Spectre directly models the full probability distribution over blue-side

continua and therefore can be resampled arbitrarily many times to generate new plausi-

ble blue-side continua and estimate quantities such as confidence intervals without the

use of ensembles.

We have also provided two new measurements of the neutral fraction of hydro-

gen at redshifts z > 7. Our results are compatible with reionization constraints from

Planck and in agreement with most previous approaches. Our results support a rapid

end to ionization however it is difficult to make bold claims on the topic as the available

z > 7 data is extremely sparse and more robust modeling of the IGM would be prudent.

Our modeling of the damping wing makes multiple simplifying assumptions that are

untrue: (i) the quasar’s proximity zone is entirely ionized, and (ii) the IGM blueward

of the proximity zone is uniformly dense and neutral. These concerns can be addressed

with future work using full hydrodynamical IGM modeling e.g. [15] in combination with

continua predictions from Spectre.
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4.8 Appendix

4.8.1 Likelihood Ratio Tests

Here we describe the noise models used when we performed out-of-distribution

detection using the likelihood ratio method described in Sec. 4.5.5. All results are

summarized in Table 4.1. For reference, the high-z spectra both lie in the 99.9 percentile

of in-distribution likelihoods.

The dataset created with the SDSS noise model is simply composed of the

raw flux measurements of quasars whose continua lie in our in-distribution dataset.

N (0, σ) refers to adding uncorrelated noise sampled from a Gaussian with mean 0 and

standard deviation, σ, to our processed spectra. The noisy PCA model decomposes

all continua into PCA components. Uncorrelated noise sampled from Gaussians with

variance equal to each components’ explained variance is added to each component
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Table 4.1: A summary of out-of-distribution detection results on high-z spectra. The

lowest likelihood ratio percentiles are shown in bold. We find an out-of-distribution

model trained on SDSS flux measurements to provide the best likelihood ratio con-

straints.

Likelihood ratio percentile

Noise model ULAS J1120+0641 ULAS J1342+0928

SDSS 61.1 10.4

N (0, σ = 0.07) 61.5 17.5

N (0, σ = 0.2) 61.4 20.1

Noisy PCA 61.4 18.8

before reconstructing the continuum.

4.8.2 Additional Samples

We show here (Fig. 4.14) a random selection of predictions on the test set

spectra complete with Spectre’s 1- and 2-sigma uncertainties for inspection by the

reader. More random predictions are available at Spectre’s GitHub repository:

github.com/davidreiman/spectre.
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Figure 4.14: A random selection of eight predictions on moderate redshift test set

spectra from eBOSS. Spectre’s mean predictions are displayed in blue alongside its

1- and 2-sigma estimates. The assumed truth, shown in red, is the smoothed continua

estimation from our preprocessing scheme, and the raw flux is shown in grey. The object

in each panel is denoted by its official SDSS designation.
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4.8.3 Model Hyperparameters

In Table 4.2 we list the hyperparameters of the model used for all experiments

and analyses in this manuscript. These hyperparameters were chosen via grid search on

a randomly selected validation set of moderate-z quasar spectra from eBOSS.
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Table 4.2: Model and training hyperparameters, where the leftmost column lists the

variable name we use in our codebase (see github.com/davidreiman/spectre), the

middle column offers a brief description of the hyperparameter’s function, and the right-

most column lists the value we used in our final model.

Hyperparameter Description Value

n_layers Number of coupling layers in flow 10

hidden_units Number of hidden units in conditioner 256

n_blocks Number of residual blocks in conditioner 1

tail_bound (x, y) bounds of spline region 10.0

tails Spline function type beyond bounds linear

n_bins Number of bins in piecewise spline 5

min_bin_height Minimum spline bin extent in y 0.001

min_bin_width Minimum spline bin extent in x 0.001

min_derivative Minimum spline derivative at knots 0.001

dropout Dropout probability in flow coupling layers 0.3

use_batch_norm Use batch normalization in coupling layers True

unconditional_transform Unconditionally transform identity features False

use_cnn_encoder Use a CNN encoder for redward spectrum False

encoder_units Number of hidden units in encoder 128

n_encoder_layers Number of encoder layers 4

encoder_dropout Dropout probability in encoder layers 0.0

subsample Degree at which to subsample in wavelength 3

log_transform Log transform data False

standardize Standardize data by wavelength True

learning_rate Initial learning rate 5e-04

min_learning_rate Minimum learning rate 1e-07

anneal_period Learning rate annealing period (in batches) 5000

anneal_mult Annealing period multiplier after each restart 2

n_restarts Total number of warm restarts 2

batch_size Batch size during training 32

eval_batch_size Batch size during evaluation 256

eval_n_samples Number of samples to draw from flow during evaluation 1000

grad_clip Maximum gradient norm during training 5.0

n_epochs Maximum number of training epochs 200
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Ongoing Work
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Chapter 5

Recovering the local density field in the

vicinity of distant galaxies with

attention-based graph neural networks

The environment of a galaxy is powerfully indicative of its properties and its

evolution. By environment, one can mean either the galaxy’s location in the cosmic web

or the value of the nonlinear local density field in the vicinity of the galaxy. These two

ideas are not independent—for example galaxies located at the intersection of cosmic

filaments are typically members of an overdense cluster. However, the value of the

density field is the primary determinant of nearly all galaxy properties [60, 99] save

galaxy alignment (which is typically oriented along the cosmic web).

For this reason, recovering the value of the local density field near distant

galaxies may allow us to probe their evolution and provide a new window into interesting
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physics governing the formation and evolution of galaxies in general. In this ongoing

work, we seek to do so using recently developed techniques from the field of geometric

deep learning.

Our goal is to recover the value of the continuously varying nonlinear density

field (which is dominated by dark matter) given only discrete points of luminous matter

(galaxies). The problem is complicated by the fact that we operate in redshift space—

the exact locations of each galaxy is in general unknown since the radial distance is

estimated based on a noisy redshift estimate. These redshift estimates can be expensive

and precise (spectroscopic redshifts) or inexpensive and noisy (photometric redshifts).

We typically have an order of magnitude more photometric redshifts than spectroscopic

redshifts. The problem is then: given a galaxy survey with a combination of mostly

photometric redshifts and some spectroscopic redshifts, how can we make optimal use

of this data to recover the local density field around each galaxy?

In the astronomy literature, common local density estimators typically operate

by approximating the local density field with number densities e.g. by counting galax-

ies in a fixed aperture, computing surface densities on a dynamic 2-D surface using

distances to Nth nearest neighbors, or using Voronoi tessellation volumes. This is of-

ten acceptable since generally we’re more interested in density quantiles (to distinguish

among high, mid or low density environments) rather than exact density values. Each

of these techniques has its benefits and drawbacks—for example, Nth nearest neighbor

is dynamic in that the surface area changes based on how close neighboring galaxies are

to one another and therefore typically does best in dense clusters but poorly in void
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regions. For each of these approaches, there is no clear way to improve the results by

integrating other observed features such as galaxy photometry, morphology, effective

radius, etc. which are known to correlate with local density.

Meanwhile, neural networks can learn an optimal approximator of local density

using 3-D coordinates as well as any additional observables. Here, we frame the problem

as a classification task where the neural network is trained to map the features of a query

galaxy (and the features of all galaxies in a fixed aperture about the query galaxy) to

the density quantile the query galaxy belongs to. Thus far, we have chosen to work in

quartiles.

A useful inductive bias for the problem is that of graph neural networks

(GNNs), permutation-invariant neural networks for use with graph-structured data such

as point clouds. That is, a graph neural network will return the same answer no matter

the order the points are presented to it. This is a symmetry of our problem since the

density at the query point is invariant to which point in the aperture the neural net-

work considers first. It should be noted that this invariance is rare in neural networks

which typically operate on grid-based data such as images, videos, or sentences where

changing the ordering is catastrophic to learning.

Our model operates by treating each galaxy (the query point and all its neigh-

bors in aperture) as nodes of a graph, where each node is connected to every other node

(including itself) via an edge. Each node is assigned a feature vector which contains the

galaxy’s properties (position in 3D space and any additional observables). At each layer

of a graph neural network, messages are passed between nodes via connected edges and
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the representation of each node is updated. In this manner, nodes disperse information

through the graph and can store information about themselves and their neighbors.

The message-passing mechanism is based on attention. Attention allows each

node to learn an attention distribution (a categorical distribution) over all other nodes

(including itself) such that it attends to each node with varying strengths. In essence,

each node is learning to weight the edges connecting itself to all other nodes such

that it can strongly attend to relevant nodes while ignoring nodes that are irrelevant.

Our implementation makes use of the Transformer [104] architecture by noting that

removal of the positional encoding layer makes Transformers completely invariant to

permutations of the input.

We replicated the results of Malavasi et al. [64] using the mock Euclid lightcone

from Merson et al. [67] and achieved significant increases in quartile assignment accuracy

with no included spectroscopic reference galaxies (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Quartile assignment accuracy as a function of spectroscopic redshift fraction

for fixed aperture, Nth nearest neighbor, Voronoi, and our graph Transformer approach

(Varda). Note that Varda was only evaluated in the purely-photometric redshift regime

and we expect it to perform better as we introduce spectroscopic reference galaxies

(hence the horizontal line should be interpreted as a lower bound).
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Chapter 6

Likelihood-free inference for

astrophysical simulator models with

intractable likelihoods

Astronomers often have access to a very high-fidelity forward simulator of an

astrophysical process of interest whose simulations depend on a vector of simulation

parameters (e.g. a cosmological N-body simulation.) In a Bayesian sense, the simulator

acts as a stochastic sampler of the likelihood function but often does not permit explicit

evaluation of the likelihood itself—typically either because the simulator is a black-box

with inaccessible inner workings or the likelihood is implicitly defined via an intractable

integral over unobserved (or latent) variables [78].

Most often the intent of this modeling is to develop an inference procedure on

the simulation parameters, as these often correspond to physical quantities of interest
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such as constants in physical laws. As a concrete example, let us consider the measure-

ment of the galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF), a key tool for understanding galaxy

evolution. The GSMF describes the number density of galaxies as a function of mass

and provides astronomers a window into understanding how intrinsic galaxy properties

such as mass affect the galaxy’s evolution.

Figure 6.1: Evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function with redshift. Taken from Cos-

mic Star-Formation History (Madau & Dickinson 2014) [63] and used with permission

from the authors.

We imagine the GSMF as a stochastic process measured in a fixed number of

bins such that it can be represented as a finite random vector we call x. The probability

density which describes and generates x depends on a vector of simulation parameters,
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in this case cosmological parameters θ input into a large N-body simulation.

We additionally include latent variables z which describe the random state

of the simulator. For cosmological or astrophysical purposes, this random state often

controls the noise modeling of the simulator which mocks the effect our instruments

(and external factors such as atmospheric seeing) have on our observations. Equipped

with this knowledge we can write that x ∼ p(x|θ, z).

We can then generate universes with any choice of parameters θ via a cosmo-

logical N-body simulation and subsequently measure x. Let us imagine that our goal is

to constrain the cosmology of the Universe via maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference

on the cosmological parameters. Then, according to Bayes’ theorem we can write the

following expression.

p(θ|x) = p(x|θ)p(θ)/p(x) (6.1)

If the simulator is inexpensive, and knowledge of the likelihood is of little use,

we can simply generate pairs of {x,θ} and fit the posterior p(θ|x) directly by way of a

neural network g. The network may parameterize a parametric distribution representing

p(θ|x) (in which case the output of the network is a vector of such parameters) or model

the conditional distribution via a non-parametric approach such that g(θ,x) ≈ p(θ|x)

(both cases of which would constitute a conditional model), or it may output simply

its best estimate of the true value of θ given x, for which in the optimal case: g(x) ≈

arg maxθ p(θ|x). Such an approach is described in the literature as a discriminative

model.
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Often, even if the simulator is expensive, we still have interest in modeling

the likelihood function since it provides a complete description of the data x given θ

and can be useful for other tasks such as generating new data instances or imputing

corrupted data. In such cases, we may choose to approximate the likelihood function

instead of the posterior, and instead access the posterior by defining a prior over θ and

employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [68]. This approach is contrasted with

the discriminative approach, and is referred to as a generative model.

Returning to the problem at hand, in our attempt to infer cosmological pa-

rameters from the GSMF we find that the likelihood term p(x|θ) is inaccessible (as

is common for forward simulators in astrophysics and cosmology) due to its implicit

definition via an integral over the random internal state of the simulator.

p(x|θ) =

∫
p(x|θ, z)p(z)dz (6.2)

Simplifying assumptions may be made such that the likelihood can be repre-

sented in analytic form but these often fail to capture the underlying complexity of the

data-generating process. In this regime, approximate or likelihood-free inference meth-

ods are required and in some cases can even provide a means of efficiently sampling

the likelihood if the simulator is expensive (as is the case for large cosmological N-body

simulations which require millions of CPU-hours to run).

Traditional likelihood-free (or simulation-based) methods such as Approximate

Bayesian Computation (ABC) proceed by drawing a set of simulator parameters from

the prior p(θ) with which a dataset is generated via the simulator. The simulated
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dataset is compared to a true dataset via a distance measure based on the summary

statistics of each. If the discrepancy is within a user-defined threshold the vector of

simulator parameters is accepted and stored. After many rounds, the set of accepted

parameter vectors serves as a finite sample from the approximate posterior which can

then be used to estimate the posterior mode, for example. However, Approximate

Bayesian Computation suffers from strong dependence on the user’s choice of tolerance

and summary statistics to include in the distance calculation.

Likelihood-free inference methods which instead employ neural networks as

flexible function approximators to approximate the likelihood function have shown great

promise and are a general purpose solution to inference problems where data is plen-

tiful or the simulator is inexpensive to sample. In fact, even in such cases where the

simulator is expensive to sample, so-called sequential approaches which generate new

data on a round-by-round basis [81] perform competitively. Neural networks built for

likelihood approximation are functions h parameterized by a parameter vector φ such

that p(x|θ) ≈ hφ(x,θ).

In this project, we’re attempting to constrain the timeline of the Epoch of

Reionization via likelihood-free inference of the neutral fraction of hydrogen given ob-

served quasar flux. We have a simulator of the damping wing which does not admit

a tractable likelihood due to its definition in terms of an implicit integration over the

unobserved transmission field.
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p(f|S,θ,σ) =

∫
N (f; T · S,σ)p(T|θ)dT (6.3)

Thus far we’ve focused on a separate but related problem of inferring the ex-

ponent, γ, in the temperature-density relation of the IGM (T = T0(ρ/ρ̄)γ−1) given

transmission skewers in the Lyman-α forest where the likelihood is tractable. This pro-

vides a useful testbed for the problem where we can compare our approximate likelihood

methods to the ground truth.

Formally, relative fluctuations of the density field from its mean value (δ =

(ρ − ρ̄)/ρ̄) are described by a Gaussian random field. In fixed bins, this means the

overdensity field is multivariate Gaussian distributed, and when exponentiated this gives

the optical depth of the IGM such that τ = eδ up to a normalization constant. The

transmission field is then related to the optical depth via T = e−τ such that T = e−e
δ
.

Since these exponential transformations are bijective, computing the likelihood of the

transmission field is completely tractable in terms of the underlying density field.

p(γ|T) ∝ p(T|γ)p(γ) (6.4)

Therefore, since the likelihood is simply a multivariate Gaussian distribution,

we can then produce forward simulations of the likelihood function p(T|γ) and our goal

is to then use a normalizing flow (described in 4.4) to learn a data-driven approximation

of the likelihood itself which we can compare to the true likelihood. We can also then

use our approximate likelihood and Markov Chain Monte Carlo to do inference on γ.
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Our initial results are promising—generated samples from our approximate

likelihood match the moments of samples from the simulator (as measured by the 1-

point and 2-point correlation functions, see Fig. 6.2) and with MCMC we can constrain

the value of γ to within 2% error.

Figure 6.2: Fourier space 2-point correlation function (power spectrum) and 1-point cor-

relation function for samples generated from the true likelihood and samples generated

from our flow-based approximate likelihood.
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Part V

Conclusion
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In this thesis, I’ve presented my work using deep neural networks to approach

challenging problems in astronomy and astrophysics including deblending galaxy im-

ages from near-future surveys, learning fully probabilistic models for intrinsic quasar

continua, recovering the local density field in the vicinity of distant galaxies, and ap-

proximating intractable likelihood functions for astrophysical simulator models.

Deep learning is a powerful tool for data-driven probabilistic modeling in as-

tronomy and astrophysics. Neural networks have the capacity to approximate highly

complex functional relationships that are difficult or impossible to write down a pri-

ori, and can replace strong (and often incorrect) assumptions about how our data is

distributed with data-driven likelihoods.

The tools discussed in this thesis have begun to revolutionize the field of as-

tronomy, and when used carefully are powerful instruments for furthering our knowledge

of the Universe and all of its constituent parts.
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